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1. INTRODUCTION
This document updates the December 1974 Space Investigations
Documentation System (SIPS) Report to March 31, 1975. Document
availability, definitions, abbreviations, and acronyms described
in the original report generally apply here.
Section 2, "Supplementary Descriptions of Spacecraft and
Experiments," contains descriptions of spacecraft and experiments
that have become known to NSSDC or that have changed significantly
since the original report.
Section 3, "Index of Spacecraft and Experiments," is an alpha-
betical listing by spacecraft name, including both common and
alternate names, of spacecraft and experiments described in section
2 of this document and the original report. It also updates the status
of operation and launch dates to March 31, 1975.
All changes to this document should be sent to:
NASA Headquarters
Office of Space Science
Space Science Steering
Committee Secretariat
Code: SS
Washington, D.C. 20546
Phone: (202) 755-8393.
Comments must reach the Secretariat by October 14, 1975, to be included
in the December 1975 report.
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2. SUPPLEMENTARY DESCRIPTIONS OF SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
In this section, spacecraft and experiment descriptions are sorted
by spacecraft common name. Within each spacecraft listing, experiments
are sorted by the principal investigator's (PI) or team leader's (TL)
last name. If the spacecraft common name is not known, the spacecraft
can be found by referring to an alternate name found in the "Index of
Spacecraft and Experiments," section 3.
Each spacecraft entry heading contains the spacecraft common name,
alternate names, NSSDC ID code, last reported state of the spacecraft,
actual or planned launch date, weight, launch site, launch vehicle,
sponsoring country and agency, orbit parameters if appropriate, and
personnel. For unlaunched satellites, a set of planned orbit
parameters is given. For launched orbiting spacecraft, two sets of
orbit parameters are given: initial orbit parameters calculated
shortly after launch and recent orbit parameters. No orbit parameters
are given for lander or fly-by missions. The spacecraft brief descrip-
tion follows each heading.
Each experiment entry heading consists of experiment name, NSSDC
ID code, last reported state of the experiment, the Office of Space
Science (OSS) division, the relevant SIDS disciplines, and the experi-
ment personnel. The experiment brief description follows each heading.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DESCRIPTIONS OF SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
THE OBJECT! VE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO DETERMINE
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AD-A ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE. LATITUDE* AND
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 19. 00714 TIME BY MEASURING ATMOSPHERIC DRAG ON A LOU MASS-TO-AREA RATIO
NSSOC 10- 63-OS3A (0.7680 KG PER SQUARE METER) SPHERICAL, SATELLITE. THE ORBIT
WAS SUN SYNCHRONIZED SO THAT NEAR-POLAR DENSITIES MOULD ALWAYS
LAST REPORTED S T A T c - LALNCHEO AND OPERATING PARTIALLY BE OBTAINED ALONG NOON AND MIDNIGHT MERIDIANS.
AT A SUBSTANDARD D A T A ACQUISIT ION RATE SINCE 12/19/63.
LAUNCH DATE- 12/19/52 SPACECRAFT HEIGHT- 7. KG
LAUNCH 5IT»- VANCENaECG AFB. UNITED STATES " SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AD-C
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-683J, EXPLORER 39
03337
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY NSSDC ID- 68-066A
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 06/OO/71*
ORBIT TYP=- GEOCENTR 1C EPOCH DATE- 12X15/63
ORBIT PcRIOD- HE.9 MIN INCLINATION- 78*62 DEG LAUNCH DATE- 08/08/68 SPACECRAFT HEIGHT- 9.4 KG
PERIAPSIS- 749.OOC KM ALT ApOAPSIS- 2022.00 KM ALT LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB. UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/27/72 SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
ORBIT PERIOD- 112.02 MIN INCLINATION- 78.9205 DEG UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
PERIAPSIS- 87f t . K* ALT APOAPSIS- 1768. KM ALT
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PV=PRCJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST. ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC . EPOCH DATE- 08/08/68
HG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC = PROGRAM SC IENT1ST) ORBIT PERIOD- 118*1 MIN INCLINATION- 80.691 DEG
PM- C.«. COFFEE. JR. . . . . . . . . .NASA-LARC PERI APSIS- 665.000 KM ALT APOAPSlS- 2526.00 KM ALT
HAMPTON. VA
PS - R.F. FELLOWS NASA HEADQUARTERS RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
WASHINGTON, DC ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/13/74
MG - J.R. HOLTZ NASA HEADQUARTERS ORBIT PERIOD- 115.OS MIN INCLINATION- 80*68 DEG
WASHINGTON, DC PERIAPSIS- 695. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2223- KM ALT
WASHINGTON, DC SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL !PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST.
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
ciXPLQRFR 19 RAS THE SECOND IN A SER IES OF 3.66-M PM - C.W. COFFEE* JR. .........NASA-LARC
INFLATABLE SPHERES PLACED INTO ORBIT TO DETERMINE ATMCSPHERIC HAMPTON. VA
DENSITIES. EXPLORER 15 «AS LAUNCHED WH ILE EXPLORER 5* THE PS- R.F. FELLOWS .............NASA HEADQUARTERS
FISST SATELLITE IN Ti-c SERIES. WAS STILL ACTIVE. SO THAT . WASHINGTON, DC
DENSITIES IN T WC DIFFERENT PCR TICNS CF THE A TMOSPHERE COULD 3E MG— J.R. HOLTZ .**....••.....•NASA H EADQUARTERS
SAMPLED SIMULTANEOUSLY. TH= SATELLITE CONSISTED OF ALTERNATING ' "WASHINGTON, DC
LAYERS OF ALUMINUM FOIL AND PLASTIC FILM, UNIFORMLY SC - E.R. SCHMERLING NASA HEADQUARTERS
DISTRIBUTEO QVtR THE ALUMINUM CUTER SURFACE WERE 5.1-CM DOTS " BASHINGTON. DC
3F WHITE PAINT FOR THERMAL CCNTROL. A 136.620-*HZ TRACKING SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPT ION
BEACON, WHICH WAS POWERED BY FOUR SOLAR CELLS AND WAS MOUNTED EXPLORER 39 WAS AN INFLATABLE SPHERE, 3.66 M IN
ON THE SPACECRAFT SKIN.- USED THE ELECTRICALLY SEPARATED DIAMETER. IT WAS ORBITED TO MAKE DENSITY ATMOSPHERE
HEMISPHERES OF THE BALLOON AS AN ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS DETERMINATIONS. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO.
SUCCESSFULLY ORBITED. BUT ITS APOGEE WAS LOWER THAN PLANNED.. A NEARLY POLAR. HIGHLY ELLIPTICAL ORBIT. IT WAS FOLDED AND
THE BEACON DID NOT h-AVE SUFFICIENT POWER TO BE RECEIVED BY CARRIED INTO ORBIT* TOGETHER WITH EJECTION AND INFLATION
GROUND TRACKING ST/TICNS, MAKING IT NECESSARY TO RELY SOLELY EQUIPMENT, AS PART OF THE PAYLOAO OF EXPLORER 4O (NSSOC ID
ON THE SAC) B AK=R-NUNN CAMERA NETWORK FOR TRACK ING. EXPLORER 19 68-066B )• TWO DENS I TV EXPERIMENTS WERE PERFORMED. ONE INVOLVED
is EXPECTED TC REMAIN IN ORBIT AND USEFUL FOR PASSIVE DENSITY THE STUDY OF SYSTEMATIC DENSITY VARIATION. AND THE OTHER WAS.
(TRACKING) oaSERVAT lCNS UNTIL 1576. ' CONCERNED WITH NONSYSTEMAT1C DENSITY CHANGES. THE UPPER
ATMOSPHER1C DENSITIES WERE DERIVED FROM ' SEQUENTIAL
AD-A, J A C C H I A OBSERVATIONS OF THE SPHERE BY USE OF AN ATTACHED 136.620-MHZ
RADIO TRACKING BEACON AND BY OPTICAL TRACKING. THE RADIO
EXPERIMENT NAME- N C N S Y S T E M * T I C CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY BEACON CEASED TRANSMITTING IN JUNE 1971. SINCE THAT TIME IT
HAS BEEN NECESSARY TO RELY SOLELY ON THE SAQ BAKER-NUN* CAMERA
NSSOC ID- t3 -053A-Cl NETWORK FOR TRACKING. EXPLORER 39 HAS AN EXPECTED ORBITAL
LIFETIME OF 5O YEARS.
LAST REPORTED S T A T E - LAUNCHED AND CPE RAT ING NORMALLY
AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE i2/i9/63. AD-C. JACCHIA
NC^Y
NSSDC ID- 68-066A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL CPI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
Ol=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEA* MEMBER) LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
P I - L . G . JACCHIA. . . . . . . . . . . . .SAO AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE sINCE 12/03/74*
CAMBRIDGE. MA
EXPEHIMeNT BRIEF DESCRIPTION O S S D I V I S I ON- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE NONSYSTEMATIC DISC IPLINE(S)- AERONOMY
CHANGES OP UPPER ATMOSPHERic DENSITY BY CONDUCTING STUDIES OF
THE DRAG ON * 3.6-M DIAMETER. LOW-DENSITY SPHERE CAUSED BY EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
SHORT-TERM V A R I A T I O N S IN SOLAR A C T I V I T Y . DENSITY VALUES NEAR . OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PERIGEE W^RE DEDUCED FROM SEQUENT IAL OBSERVATIONS. OF THE PI - L.G. JACCHIA ..SAO
SPACECRAFT POSITION USING OPTICAL (BAKER-NUNN CAMERA NETWORK) CAMBRIDGE. MA
AND RADIO'' PAD An T R A C K ING TECHNI CUE S. THE GENERAL TECHNIQUES EX PER IMENT. BRI EF DE SCR IPT ION
USED TO QEDUCE DENSITY VALUES FROM SATELLITE DRAG D A T A CAN BE THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE NON-SYSTEMATIC
FOUND IN SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OSSERVATCRY SPECIAL REPORT UPPER ATMOSPHERIC .DENSITY CHANCES.. THE DATA IS DERIVED FROM
NO. 100 BY JACCHIA AND SLO*EY. STUDIES OF THE DRAG ON A 3.6-METER DIAMETER LOW-DENSITY SPHERE
AD-A. K E A T I N G ' VALUES NEAR PERIGEE WERE DEDUCED FROM SEQUENTIAL OBSERVATIONS
OF THE SPACECRAFT POSITION USING OPTICAL (BAKER-NUNN CAMERA
EXPERIMENT NAME- S Y S T E M A T I C CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY NETWCBK) AND RADIO AND/OR RADAR TRACKING TECHNIQUES. THE
GENERAL TECHNIQUES USED TO * DEDUCE DENSITY VALUES FROM
NSSDC ID- t>3-053A-02 SATELLITE DRAG DATA CAN BE FOUND IN SMITHSONIAN A STROPH YSIC AL
OBSERVATORY SPECIAL REPORT NO. 100. BY JACCHIA ANO SLOWEY.
LAST REPORTED S T A T E - LALNCHEO AND OPERATING NORMALLY THIS EXPERIMENT HAS DETERMINED REASONABLE DENSITY VALUES. AND
AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 12/19/63. is CAPABLE OF YIELDING LONG-TERM ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY VALUES.
AS EXPLORER 39 HAS AN EXPECTED ORBITAL LIFETIME OF 5O YEARS.
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE^)- PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES AO-C. KEATING • '• .
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINC I PAL INVESTIGATOR, TL^TEAN LEADER EXPERIMENT NAME- SYSTEMATIC CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY
OI=CTHER INVEST I GATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI- G.M. KEATING NASA-LARC NSSDC ID- 68-06 6 A-0 2
HAMPTON. VA
01 - W.J. O 'SULLIVAN, JR. .;. . .NASA-LARC LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
HAMPTON. VA AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 12/03/74.
01- C .W. COFFEE. J f i N A S A - L A R C
HAMPTON, VA ' OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL=TEAM LEADER
' ' OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI • G.M. KEATING NASA-LARC
HAMPTON. VA
OI - C.W. COFFEE. JR NASA-LARC
HAMPTON. VA
OI *• W • J . 0 *SULL IVAN* J?* .•*.> NASA— L ARC
HAMPTON, VA
EXPERIMENT 6RIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE SYSTEMATIC
CHANCES OF AIR DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF 'ALTITUDE. LATITUDE.
AND TIME OF DAY. BY MEASURING THE DRAG ON A 3.6-METER DIAMETER
LOW-DENSITY SPHERE WITH GROUND TRACKING.
SPACECRAFT COMMON fcAPE- APOLLO 11 LM/ EASEP
ALTERNATE NAMES- 04041. APOLLO 1 1 LM
NSSPC ID- 69-O59C
LAST REPORTED STATE- INOPERABLE
SINCE 12/14/69
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRQJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST.
MG=PROG«AM MANAGER. SC=PROGHAM SCIENTIST)
PM - W.F. EICHELMAN ........... NASA-JSC
HOUSTON. TX
MG - F.I. ROBERSON ............ NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON. DC
SC — J .B • HANLEY *.... .*.....•• NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASH I NGTON. DC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE APOLLO 14 LUNAR MODULE t LM ) CONSISTED OF A LUNAR
LAND ING C RAFT AND AN APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPER I ME NT PACKAGE
(ALSEP) THAT CONTAINED SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO BE LEFT ON
THE LUNAR SURFACE AFTER COMPLETION OF THE MANNED PORTION OF
THE MISSION. THE LM LANDED IN THE LUNAR HIGHLANDS (3 D£G 39
MIN 1 SEC S LATITUDE. 17 DEC 27 MIN 55 SEC W LONGITUDE). THE
NUCLEAR POWERED ALSEP WAS DEPLOYED AT THE LANDING SITE AND
INCLUDED EXPER IMENTS TO STUDY THE SEISMIC W A V E S . MAGNETIC
FIELDS* SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION AND INTERACTION W I T H THE MOON.
LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. AND ICNIC ENVIRONMENT. THE LM ITSELF WAS ON
THE LUNAR SURFACE FEBRUARY 5-6. 1971. IN FEBRUARY. 1975 UPLINK
C CM HAND CAPABILITY WAS LOST. ENGINEERING AND HOUSE-KEEPING
DATA ARE STILL BEING RECEIVED AS OF APRIL 17, 1975.
------- APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP. FALLER ----------------------------
LAUNCH DATE- 07/16/6? SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- 424 D. KG
LAUNCH SITET CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATE'S
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN 5
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OMSF
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL <PM=PHCJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST.
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
PM - W.F. EICHELMAN ........... NASA-JSC
HOUSTON. TX
MG - F.I. ROB ER SON ............NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON, DC
SC - J.6. HANLEY . ............. NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON. DC
SPACECRAFT 8P I EF DESCRIPTION
THE LUNAR MODULE (LM) WAS A TWO-STAGE VEHICLE DESIGNED
FOR SPACE OPERATIONS NEAR AND ON THE MOON. THE LM STOOD 7 M
HIGH AND HAS 9.4 M WIDE (DIAGONALLY ACROSS THE LANDING GEAR).
THE ASCENT AND DESCENT STAGES OF THE LM OPERATED AS A UNIT
UNTJL STAGING. WHEN THE ASCENT STAGE FUNCTIONED AS A SINGLE
SPACECRAFT FOP RENCEZVOUS AND DOCKING WITH THE COMMAND MODULE
(CM). INCLUDED IN THE DESCENT STAGE WERE THE EARLY APOLLO
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENT PACKAGE (EASEP) EXPERIMENTS. WHICH .ERE
SELF CONTA I NED* Ai_SO C A PR I ED ON THE LM WERE THE LUNAR SURFACE
SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION. THE SOIL MECHANICS, AND THE SAMPLE
COLLECTION EXPERI MENTS* THE EASEP EXPERIMENTS INCLUDED THE,
PASSIVE SEISMOGRAPH. THE DUST DETECTOR. AND THE LASER RANGING
RETFtOREFLECTOR. THE LM LANDED ON THE LUNAR SURFACE ON JULY
20. 1969. THE EASEP EXPERIMENTS FUNCTIONED NORMALLY FOR ONE
LUNATION AFTER WHICH THE EASEP POWER FAILED* THE NON-POWERED
LASER RETROREFLECTCfi CONTINUES TO BE USEFUL* THE LM WAS ON
THE LUNAR SURFACE JULY 2O-21. 1969.
-.— - --- APOLLO 11 LM/EASEP,
EXPERIMENT NAME- LASER GANGING RETRQREFLECTCR
NSSDC ID- 69-059C-C4
EXPERIMENT NAME- LASER RANGING RETROREFLECTCR
NSSDC IO- 71-006C-09
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 02/05/71.
OSS DIVISION- LUNAR PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE(S)- CELESTIAL MECHANICS GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PR INCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - J. FALLER WESLEYAN U
MIDDLETOWN, CT
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO PERMIT
GROUND-BASED STATIONS TO CONDUCT SHORT-PULSE LASER RANGING TO
A CORNER REFLECTOR ARRAY ON THE LUNAR SURFACE AT THE FRA MAURO
SITE. THIS INSTRUMENT AND THOSE AT APOLLO 11 (TRANQUILITY
BASE) AND AT THE APOLLO 15 SITE IN THE HADLEY/APENNINE REGION
PROVIDED A NETWORK (WELL-SEPARATED, IN LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE)
OF STATIONS TO PERM 1T A COMPLETE GEOME TRICAL SEPARATION OF THE
LUNAR LIBRATICNS. THE REFLECTORS PERMITTED A DISCRIMINATION OF
THE 3-YR PHYSICAL LIBRATIONS. THEY ALSO PROVIDED INFORMATION
ABOUT THE EARTH AND ITS CONTINENTAL DRIFT MOTIONS AS WELL AS
VERY ACCURATE DETERMINATIONS OF THE EARTH-MOON 01 STANCE AND
THE MOON* S ORBITAL MOT IONS. THE EARTH'S NORTH POLE POSITI ON
COULD BE DETERMINED TO PLUS OR MINUS 15 CM. THE INSTRUMENT WAS
AN ARRAY OF 100 SMALL FUSED-SILICA CORNER CUBES EACH 3.8 CM IN
DIAMETER. IT WAS DEPLOYED ON THE FIRST E V A * 30 M WEST OF THE
CENTRAL STATION (200 M WEST OF THE LM). WAS LEVELED* AND WAS
FACED TOWARD THE EARTH* EACH CCRNER CUBE REFLECTED LI GMT
PARALLEL TO THE INCIDENT DIRECTION, ENSURING THAT THE
REFLECTED LASER PULSE RETURNED TO ITS PLACE OF ORIGIN ON THE
EARTH, SUCCESSFUL RANGE MEASURES WERE FIRST OBTAINED FROM THE
MCDONALD OBSERVATORY IN TEXAS ON FEBRUARY 5* 1971. THE DAY THE
EXPERIMENT WAS DEPLOYED* NO DEGRADATION WAS SUFFERED FROM THE
LM LIFTOFF.
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 07/20/69. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP
OSS DIVISION- LUNAP PROGRAMS
OI=OTHER
PI - C.O.
EXPERIMENT 6R IE
THE LASE
ON THE LUNA
HETROREFLECTOR
AIMING AND Al
BUILT OF CUBES
WERE REFLECTED
MEASUREMENT OF
CENTER OF I
INFORMATION. '
YEARS. AND HAS
INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
..U OF MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK. MD
F DESCRIPTION
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THE APOLLO 11 CREW WAS A
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AD IUS* AND EARTH GEOPHYSICAL
HAS OPERATED FOR A NUMBER OF
SULTS TO DATE (APRIL 1S75).
LEM 15, ROVcR 15
05366
NSSDC ID- 71-063C
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 07/30/71.
LAUNCH DATE- 07/26/71 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT-
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN 5
12700. KG
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES
UNITED STATES
NASA-OMSF
NASA-OSS
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST.
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
HOUSTON, TX
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 'AFOLLC 14 LM/ALSEP
ALTERNATt NAMES- ALSEP 14, LEM 14
NSSOC ID- 71-008C
' L A S T REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE ' 02/28/75.
LAUNCH DATE- 01/31/71 ' SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- 4657
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN 5
SPONSORING COUNTS
UNITED STATES
UNITED STATES
NASA-OMSF
NASA-CSS
WASHINGTON. DC
SC - J.B. HANLEY .*............NASA HEAOCUARTERS
WASHINGTON. DC
SPACECRAFT 6RIEF DESCRIPTION
THE APOLLO 15 LUNAR MODULE (LM) CONSISTED OF A LUNAR
LANDING CRAFT. A LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE (LRV). AND AN APOLLO
LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (ALSEP) THAT CONTAINED
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO EE LEFT ON THE MCON AFTER COMPLETION
OF THE MANNED PORTION OF THE MISSION. THE LM LANDED IN THE
NORTH CENTRAL PART OF THE MOON (26 DEC 4 MIN 54 SEC N
LATITUDE. 3 DEC 39 MIN 3D SEC E LONGITUDE). AT THE FOOT OF THE
APENNINE MOUNTAIN RANGE. THE ALSEP WAS DEPLOYED AT THE LANDING
SITE. THE LHV WAS USED DURING THE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITIES
(EVA) TO EXTEND THE RANGE OF MANNED LUNAR EXPLORATION. THE
NUCLEAR-POWERED ALSEP CONTAINED S£ISMIC. MAGNETIC FIELDS.
LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION. I ON COMPOSITION. LUNAR DUST*
SOLAR *IND COMPOSITlQN. HEAT LOSS. AND SOLAR CELL RADIATION EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
OI = OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - A.V. OAROSA ..............STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
CI - O.K. GARRIOTT STANFORD U
STANFORD. CA
APOLLO J5 LM/ALSEP. FALLER I
EXPERIMENT NAME- LASER RANGING FtTSCSEFLECTCP EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF PHASE-COHERENT .RADIO
N55OC ID- 71-063C-OE FREQUENCIES CONTINUOUSLY TRANSMITTED AT 137.350 AND 412.050
MHZ (3RD HARMONIC). THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT ALONG THE
LAST REPORTED STATS- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY PROPAGATION PATH MAS CALCULATED BY ANALYSIS OF THE FARADAY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQU ISITI ON RATE SINCE 07/30/71. ROTAT ION ANGLE MEASUREMENTS ON THE LOWER FREQUENCY. OR
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENTIAL COPPLER FREQUENCY RECORDINGS OF BOTH
OSS DIVISION- LUNAR PROGRAMS FREQUENCIES. IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES AND SCINTILLATION MAS'
DISC IPLINE( S) - CELEST[AL MECHANICS GEODESY AND CARTCGRAPMY ALSO OBSERVED.
EXPERIMENT PE=SCNNEL (PI=»R INCIPAL INVESTIGATCB. TL=TEA* LEADER ATS s. MCILWAIN
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR* TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI- J • FALLER . .............kESLEYANU EXPERIMENT NAME- OMNIDIRECTIONAL HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE
MIDOLETOWN, CT DETECTOR
EXP£RIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE LASER RANGING RET3C1REFLECT CR EXPERIMENT (LRRR). PART NSSOC ID- 69-069 A-O 3
OF THE ALSEP PACKAGE. »AS A CORNER 3EFLECTCR FOR LASER RANGING
FROM EARTH. THE RANGING DATA OBTAINED INCLUDED INFORMATION ON LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
LUNAR MOTION, LUNAC LIERATIONS. AND EARTH ROTATION. THE LRRR AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 08/00X72.
EXPcRIMENT CONSIST£ C OF A FOLDED PANEL STRUCTURE INCCRPCRA TING
300 INDIVIDUAL ^USED-SILICA OPTICAL CCRNER REFLECTORS. A CSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
SIMPLE AL1GNMENT/LEVeLING DEVICE. AND AN AIM-HANDLE MECHANISM. DISCSPLINE(S)- PARTICLES AND FIELDS
THE LUNAR R3V/NG VCH ICL£ (LRVJ WAS USED TC CARRY THE LRRR TO
THE HADLEY KILL SITc. T(-E LSRR BECAME PASSIVE AFTER EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI =PR INCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL = TEAM LEADER
DEPLOYMENT. A HASSELBL4D ELECTRIC DATA CAMERA (60-MM LENS) MAS OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
USED TO PHOTOGRAPH Tt-E EXPERIMENT. THE LRRR CAN BE USED PI - C.E. MCILWAIN ............U OF CALIF. SAN DI EGO
INDEFINITELY AND * ILL PROVIDE DATA ThAT. WHEN USED IN SAN DIEGO. CA
CONJUNCTION talTH DATA FROM THE APOLLC 11 AND 14 LRRR EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
EXPERIMENTS. WILL PERMIT MORE REFINED DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS THREE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR DETECTORS. EACH WITH A 2-PI
THAN MERE PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE. NO* THAT SMALLER TELcSCCPES SOLID ANGLE FIELD OF VIE*. MEASURED ELECTRONS IN 12 INTERVALS
CAN bE USED, THE EXPERIMENT is PROVIDING GREATER QUANTITIES OF IN THE ENERGY RANGE 0.5 TO s MEV. SOLAR COSMIC RAYS WITH
MORE ACCURATE DATA. ENERGIES GREATER THAN 12. 16. AND 24 MEV HERE ALSO MEASURED.
THE DETECTORS HAVE FUNCTIONED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH TO AUGUST
SELECTED TIMES. THE SPACECRAFT SPIN DID NOT DEGRADE THESPACECRAFT COMMON KAME- ATS 5 EXPERIMENT DATA.
OA066 ATS 5. MCILWAIN
NSSDC ID- 69-O69A
EXPERIMENT NAME- BIDIRECTIONAL LOU-ENERGY PARTICLE
LAST REPORTED S T A T E - LAUNCHED AND OPERATING P A R T I A L L Y DETECTOR
LAUNCH OATc- 03/12/'6S S P A C E C R A F T '*E IGhT- £21. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPF C A N A V E R A L . UNITED S T A T E S LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
LAUNCH VEHICLE- A T L A S - A G £ N AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 08/00X73.
SPONSORING C O U N T R Y / A C E N C Y OSS DIVISICN- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
UNITED S T A T E S NASA-QA OI SC IPL INE ( S)- PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INITIAL ORBIT R A R A I - c T E S S EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI =PR INC IPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL = TEAM LEADER
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/23/69 OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
ORBIT PERIOD- l4£j . MIN INCLINATION- 2.6 DEG PI - C.E. MCILWAIN ....U OF CALIF. SAN DIEGO
PER I APS IS- 35760.C KM AL. T A P Q A P S I S - 36694.0 KM ALT SAN DIEGO, CA
01 - R .W. FILL1US U OF CALIF. SAN OIEGO
RECENT J^BIT P A R A M E T E R S SAN DIEGO. CA
ORBIT TYPE- G E O C 5 N T R J C EPOCH DATE- 02/23/75 01 - S. DEFOREST ...U OF CALIF. SAN DIEGO
OflblT PcRIOn- Uj6. MIN INCLINATION- 2.34 DEG SAN OIEGO. CA
PERIAPSIS- 35719. KP ALT APOAP5 IS - 35854. KM ALT EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PP=PROJ£CT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST. LOGARITHMICALLY EUUISPACEO INTERVALS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 50 EV
MG= PROGRAM MANAGER. SC = PROGRAM SCIENTIST) TO 50 KEV. FOUR CURVED-PLATE ELECTROSTATIC ANALY-ZERS AND
PM - D.V. FQRCvCEl ... .. ...... . .NASA-GSFC CHANNELTRON M(JLT IPLIERS HERE USEC. TWO APERTURES * ITH 5 X 8
GREENBELT. MD DEG VIEW ANGLES LOOKED PARALLEL TO. AND PERPENDICULAR TO. THE
PS - T.L. AGGSON ..............NASA-GSFC SPACECRAFT SPIN A X I S . THE DEFLECT ION VOLTAGE If AS PROGRAMMED
GREENBELT. MD FOR EITHER A SCAN MODE (ONE STEP PER FRAME) Oft A PEAK TRACKING
SPACECRAFT 6RIEF DESCRIPTION MCDE. IN THE SCAN MODE. A COMPLETE SEQUENCE (62 STEPS) WAS
ATS S «AS AN ECUATCRIAL-GRBIT ING* SYNCHRONOUS-ALT ITUDE QBTAINED IN 20.S SEC.
AND EA3TH OBSERVATIONAL SYSTEMS. ALSO INCLUDED ON SOARD WERE ATS 5, MOZER
PARTICLE. ELECTRIC FIELD. AND MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENTS.
STABIL IZAT ION M=CHANISf CCULO NOT BE DEPLOYED. AND ATS 5 «AS DETECTOR
APPROXIMATELY 71 RPM. ALL EXPERIMENTS MHICH DEPENDED ON THE NSSDC ID- 69-069A-Q4
PLANNED GR A V I T Y GRACIENT S T A B I L I Z A T I O N «ERE ADVERSELY AFFECTED
TO VARYING DEGREES. AND THE MISSION MAS DECLARED A FAILURE. LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
HOWEVER. SOME OP THE SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, INCLUDING THE AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 03/10/75.
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR ANC THE PARTICLE EXPERIMENTS. RETURNED
USABLE D A T A DURING THE OPERATIONAL LIFETIME OF THE MISSION. CSS DIVISICN- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
ATS 5 "AS POSITIONED AT ABOUT 105 OEG h LONGITUDE CVER THE D I SC IPL INE ( S )-
THROUGH M3ST OF Tt-E S P A C E C R A F T ' S OPERATICNAL LIFETIME. WHICH EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI =PR INC I PAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
EXTENDED TO JUNE i. 1973. AFTER NHICH THE ACQUISITION RATE OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAH MEMBER)
DECREASED FURTHER. PI - F.S. MOZER .U OF CALIF, BERKELEY
BERKELEY. CA
ATS 5. OAPQSA EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF THREE ESSENTIALLY IDENTICAL
EXPERIMENT NAME- RACIO EEACCN SCINTILLATION PHOTOMULTI PLIER DETECTORS. EACH INTENDED TO
MEASURE (SEPARATELY) ELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN THREE ENERGY
NSSOC ID- 69-069A-12 WINDOWS CENTERED RESPECTIVELY AT 40. 75. AND 120 KEV AND
60*120. AND 165 KEV. TWO DETECTORS. LOOKING IN OPPOSITE
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY DIRECTIONS. HERE TILTED BY 12 OEG FROM THE SATELLITE 2 AXIS
AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 03/10/75. AND ONE WAS ORIENTED PERPENDICULAR TO THIS CONFIGURATION. OVER
MOST OF ITS DATA COLLECTING LIFETIME. THE SATELLITE MAS
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS SPINNING ABOUT ITS Z AXIS, »ITH A SPIN PERIOD OF 0.78 SEC. DUE
DISCIPLINE(S)- TC AN UNPLANNED SPACECRAFT SPIN SOON AFTER LAUNCH. A SHUTTER
SYSTEM WAS ACTIVATED THAT RENDERED THE PERPENDICULAR DETECTOR
INEFFECT I VE • THEREFORE. **E A SU^EMENTS WERE MADE CNL Y IN
DIRECT IONS APPROXIMATELY PARALLEL AND ANTIPARALLEL To THE
LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELC. THE SPECIES ANALYSIS HAS PERFORMED BY A
THREE-CHANNEL PULSE-hEIGHT ANALYZER. AND PARTICLE CCUNTS WERE
TELEMETERED IN BOTH ANALOG AND DIGITAL MODES. THE INTEGRATION
TIME FOR EACH CHANNEL HAS O.O1 SEC,' WHILE THE REAOCUT PATE FOR
ANY ONE CHANNEL V A R I E D FROM 0.2 TO 5.12 SEC. DEPENDING ON A
COMMANDABLE READOUT MCDE. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONSULT --
• DEVELOPMENT OF A COUBLE-LAY EREO SCINT ILLATOR FOR SEPARATING
AND DETECTING LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS.' BY F. S.
MQZERi F. H. BOGCTT, AND C. W. BATES. JR*. IEEE TRANS. ON
NUCL. SCI . , VOL NS- 1 e . P 144 . 156 £.
ATS 5. SHARP
NSSOC IO- 69-069A-05
UNITED STATES NAS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 1440. MlN
PERIAPSIS- 42157. KM ALT
EPOCH DATE- 05/30/74
INCLINATION- 1.62 OEG
APOAPSIS- 43168. KM ALT
RECENT CKBIT PARAMETERS
0KB IT TYPE- GEOCENTRI
ORBIT PERIOD- 1436.1
PERIAPSlS- 35763.4 KM
MlN
ALT
EPOCH DATE- 0
INCLINATION- 1.127 DEC
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT.MANAGER. PS=PHOJECT sc IENTIST.
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
PS - E.A.
GREENBELT.
WOLFF ...NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT, MO
LAST REPORTED S T A T E - LAUNCHED AND CPERATING NORMALLY SPACECRAFT BRIEF OESCRIPTIO
AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 03/1O/75. THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF ATS-6 (APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
SATELLITE) WERE TO ERECT IN ORBIT A LARGE HIGH-GAIN STEERABLE
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS ANTENNA STRUCTURE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING A GOOD CUALITY TV
DISCIPLINE! S)- ' SIGNAL. TO A GROUND-BASED RECEIVER AND TO MEASURE AND EVALUATE
THE PERFORMANCE OF SUCH AN ANTENNA. A SECONDARY OBJECTIVE WAS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRI NCI PAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER TC OEMCNSTRATE NEW CONCEPTS IN SPACE TECHNOLOGY IN THE A R E A S
OI = CTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER) OF AIRCRAFT CONTROL. LASER CCMMUN1CAT IONS. AND VISUAL AND
PI - R.D. SHARP LCCKHEEO P*LC ALTO INFRARED MAPPING OF THE EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM. THE
PALO ALTO. CA SPACECRAFT WAS ALSO CAPABLE OF (1) MEASURING RADIO FREQUENCY
OI- J.B. REGAN LCCKHEED P*LO ALTO INTERFERENCE IN SHARED FREQUENCY BANDS AND PROPAGATION
PALO ALTO, CA CHARACTERISTICS OF MILLIMETER W A V E S . (2) PERFCRMING
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION SFACECRAFT-TO-SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING
THIS EXPERIMENT PACKAGE CONSISTS OF 11 INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS. AND (3) MAKING PARTICLE AND RADIATION
DETECTORS WITH CCNTINUOUS CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS AS THE SENS ING MEASUREMENTS OF THE GEOSYNCHRONOUS ENVIRONMENT. CONFIGURED
ELEMENTS. FOUR OF THE DETECTORS MAGNETICALLY ANALYZE ELECTRONS SOMEWHAT LIKE AN OPEN PARASOL. THE ATS-6 SPACECRAFT CONSISTED
IN SELECTED CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 0.5 TO EO KEV. CF FOUR MAJOR ASSEMBLIES -- (1) A 9.15-M-DIAM DISH ANTENNA.
ONE PROTON DETECTOR PROVIDES A MAGNETICALLY ANALYZED (2) TWO SOLAR CELL PADDLES MOUNTED AT -RIGHT ANGLES TO EACH
DIFFERENT IAL ENERGY GROUP CENTERED AT 1 KEV. FOUR DETECTORS OTHER ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF AN UPPER EQUIPMENT MODULE * (3) AN
MEASURE INTEGRAL PPOTON FLUXES ABOVE 5. 2C. 60. AND 1000 KEV. EART t— VIEWING EQUIPMENT MODULE IEVM) CONNECTED BY A TUBULAR
THE TENTH DETECTCR MEASURES PROTCNS ABOVE 5 KEV. THE ELEVENTH MAST TO THE UPPER EQUIPMENT MODULE. AND (4) AN ATTITUOc
IS A MATCHED DETECTOR MEASURING BOTH ELECTRONS AND PROTONS. CCNTRQL AND STABIL IZATION SYSTEM. THE EVM, IN ADDITION TO
THE FIRST 9 DETECTORS ADMIT FLUXES FROM A DIRECTION 11 DEG HCUSING THE EARTH-VIEw ING EXPERIMENTS* PROVIDED SUPPORT FOR
REMOVED FROM THE SPACECRAFT A X I S OF SYMMETRY. WHILE THE LAST THE PROPULSION SYSTEM AND TANKS, BATTERIES, A MULTIFREQUENCY
TWO DETECTORS ARE PLACED AT 22 DEG W I T H RESPECT TO THE CTHERS. TRANSPONDER. AND THE TELEMETRY, COMMAND. AND THERMAL CONTROL
ON JULY 1*» 1970 THE DETECTOR MEASURING PRCTCN FLUXES ABOVE 20 SYSTEMS. THE UPPER EQUIPMENT MODULE PROVIDED A PLATFORM FOR
KEV FAILED. AT T H A T TIME, ANOTHER DETECTOR FAILED BUT SINCE THE SPACE-VIEWING EXPERIMENTS. INERTIA WHEELS WILL BE THE
ATS-5 WAS SPIN STABILIZED. THIS DETECTOR WAS COMPLETELY PRIME MEANS FOR TORQUlNG THE SPACECRAFT. W I T H BOTH HYDRAZINE
REDUNDANT. THE REMAINDER OF THE EXPER IMENT CDN11NUES TO AND AMMON IA MULT1 JET Tt-RUSTER SYSTEMS INCLUDED TO PRO VIDE THE
PERFORM NORMALLY ( M A P C h , 1971). NECESSARY TORQUES FOR UNLOADING THE WHEELS. ALSO INCLUDED IS
A SMALL ENVIRQNMENT MEASUREMENT PACKAGE CONTAINING A
THE SPACECRAFT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL FROM LAUNCH. THE SATELLITE
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MCNlTCR IS LOCATED AT 94. «n DEG W LONGITUDE.
NSSDC ID- 69-069A- 12 A T S 6 . COLEMAN, JR.
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND CPERATING P A R T I A L L Y EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT
OSS DIVISION— PHYS 1C S AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE* S) - PARTICLES AND FIELDS LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 05/30/74.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, TL=TEAM LEADER
01=OTHER INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER) OSS O1VISION- PHYS1CS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
PI - M. SUGIURA NASA-GSFC DI SC IPLINE (S) - PARTICLES AND FIELDS
GREENBELT, MD
OI- R.A. L ANGEL NASA-GSFC EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI =PR INC I PAL INVESTIGATOR. TL = TEAM LEADER
GREENBELT . MD • OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - P.J. COLEMAN, JR u OF CALIF, LA
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE PROCESSES LOS ANGELES, CA
TAKING PLACE ON ThE AURORAL MAGNETIC SHELLS. I T H A S A L S C 01- w.o. CUMMINGS GR AMBLING COLLEGE
INTENDED "TO PROVI DE CO RR EL AT I VE D*TA FOR THE CTHER £ XPER IMENTS GR AMBLING, LA
ON THE SA TELLITE. THE EXPERIMENT WAS FART QF ThE MAGNETIC EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
STABILIZATION SYSTEM THAT WAS THE BACKUP FOP THE THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE WAS MEASURED
GRAVITY-GRADIENT STABILIZATION SYSTEM. ThE SENSCR SYSTEM WITH THREE CRTHOGONAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS MOUNTED
CONSISTED OF A TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER. THE SYSTEM SYMMETRICALLY WITH RESPECT TO THE SOLAR PANELS ON A 5-M BOOM.
MEASURED THE MAGNETIC FIELD ALONG THREE AXES BY CCMBINING A SINCE THE SPACECRAFT DIMENSIONS INCLUDING THE ANTENNA AND
FINE RANGE (PLUS AND MINUS 25 GAMMAS) AND A CQARSE RANGE OF 32 SOLAR PANELS WERE LARGER THAN THE BOCM DIMENSIONS, IT WAS
INCREMENTS (32.8 GAMMAS EACH> TO GIVE THE TOTAL RANGE OF PLUS EXPECTED THAT THE MAGNETOMETER RESIDED IN A SIGNIFICANT
AND MINUS 5O° GAMMAS. THE FINE AND CCARSE READINGS WERE SPACECRAFT FI ELD. THE INSTRUMENT OPERATED BY PRO VIDING
SAMPLED ON THE PPf TELEMETRY AT 5. 12-SEC INTERVALS. THE FINE BIASING COILS TO NULL THE MAGNETIC FIELD TO WITHIN PLUS OR
READINGS ONLY WERE RECORDED ON THE PCM TELEMETRY AT 2.97-SEC MINUS 32 GAMMA, AND THE REMAINING FIELD WAS DIGITIZED TO 1/16
INTERVALS. THE PCM CCARSE READINGS WERE SUBCOMMLTATED AT GAMMA. EIGHT VECTOR SAMPLES WERE TELEMETERED PER SEC. THE
95—SEC INTERVALS. A 10—GAMMA CAL IBRAT ION PULSE WAS INITIATED INSTRUMENT OPERATED W I T H A LOWPASS DIGITAL FILTER TO REMOVE
TWICE A DAY FOR 5,6 MIN. THE FAST SPIN RATE OF THE SATELLITE. THE ALIASING EFFECT. THE 20DB POINT OF THE FILTER WAS
THE SLOW SAMPLE R A T E OF THE D A T A , AND THE RESULTING AL IASING VARIABLE BY GROUND COMMAND AND WAS 1* 4, OR 12 HZ. THERE WAS
PROBLEMS DEGRADED ThE DATA IN THE SPIN PLANE. THE MAGNETOMETER ALSO AN I NFLIGHT CALIBRATION MECHANISM. THE INSTRUMENT HAS
ITSELF HA[> OPERATEC S A T I S F A C T O R I L Y SINCE LAUNCH AND h.AD ABOUT PERFORMED NOMINALLY SINCE LAUNCH (11/11/74).
A 50 PERCENT COVERAGE UP TO THE TIME WHEN REGULARLY SCHEDULED
DATA ACQUISITION WAS DISCONTINUED. ATS 6, O A V I E S
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ATS £ NSSDC ID- 74-039A-09
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-721A, ATS-F. ATS-F
NSSDC - IO-7 " * -039A LAST PE PORTED S T A T E - LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD D A T A ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/01/74.
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND CFEfiATING NCPMALLY
AT THE STANDARD D A T A ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 05/30/74. OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISC IPLINE(S)- IONQSPH. + RADIO PHYSIC
LAUNCH DATE- 05/30/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- 530. KG
LAUNCH SITg- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED S T A T E S EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINC I PAL INVESTIGATOR. TL = TEAM LEADER
LAUNCH V E H l C L E - T I T A N 3 C OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - K.. OAV IES NOAA-ERL
BOULDER, CO
. NOAA-£RL
3GULOER. CC
ENERGIES TO SO KcV IN 62 OVERLAPPING STEPS OVER A RANGE OF
DIFFERENT PITCH ANGLES.
BOULDER. CC ATS 6* PAULIKAS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF OESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE CF THIS £ KPERIMENT WAS TO STUDY VARIATIONS EXPERIMENT NAME— OMNIOIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER
OF IQNOSPH=RIC PARAMETERS (TOTAL ELECTRON CCNTENT *
SOLAR AND MAGNET 1C ACTIVITY. AND TO STUCY THE RELATICN OF
THESE VARIATIONS TC IONOSPHERIC PROCESSES. THE RACIC EEACCN LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
EXPERIMENT PRGVIOEC THREE COHERENT CARRIER FREQUENCIES AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 06/14/7*.
(40*0160 MHZ t 140.C56 MhZ AND 2C0.1440 CHZ ) FOR INVESTIGATION
DESIGNED FOR . SEVERAL TYPES JF fEASUCEMENTS. PRINCIPALLY 01SCIPLINE(SJ- PARTICLES AND FIELDS
AMPLITUDt SCINTILLATION, AND SIGNAL AMPL ITUDE (ABSOPPTICN) . EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL tPI=PR INCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
THE 40-MHZ CARRIER *AS AMPLITUOE STABIL IZED TO ENABLE ACCURATE OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR* TM=TEAM MEMBER)
ABSORPTI ON MEASUREMENT $ TO BE VADE• DIFFERENTIAL F AfiADAY PI — G .A . PAUL IKAS ...........*AEROSPACE CORP
MEASUREMENTS WERE PCSSIBLE WITH CARRIERS AND SIDEBANDS. THE EL SEGUNDO. CA
MODE OF OPERATION CALLED FOR CONTINUOUS EMISSION ON ALL 01- J.B. BLAKE ......AEROSPACE CORP
FREOUENCIES. RESEARCH QRGANIZATICNS FRCM A NUMBER OF EL SEGUNDO. CA
COUNTRIES CONDUCTED STUDIES CF THE RAOIC EEACCN USING GROUND EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
RECEIVERS BASED ON A UNIT DESIGNED BY THE NATIONAL OCEANIC AND THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT HAS TO MEASURE THE
COMPUTcR-CONTROLLEO UNITS TO SIWPLE MANUAL UNITS *ERE LCCATED . FCUR DETECTORS COUNTED PROTONS FROM 2 OR 3 TO 10 MEV. 10 TO 21
INDIA. AND AFRICA. MANY OF THE UNITS *ERE MOBILE AND MOVED RESPECTIVELY. ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 60 KEV ANO
FROM CONTINENT TC CONTINENT TO KEEP THE SPACECRAFT IN SIGHT 2SO KEV. 600 KEV. 1.2 MEV. AND 4 MEV.
•IHEN ITS ORUI T SHIFTED ALCNG THE EQUATOR. INITIAL OPERAT ION
OF THlSEXPE^IMElNTnAS NOMINAL. ATS 6. W INCKLER
ATS 6. FRITZ EXPERIMENT NAME- PARTICLE ACCELERATION MECHANISMS AND
DYNAMICS OF THE OUTER TRAPPING REGION
NSSCC ID— 74 -03SA—01
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
LAST REPORTED S T A T E- LAUNCHED AND CPE RAT ING NORMALLY AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 06/14/74.
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND AST^CNOMY PROGRAMS DISC IPLINEIS)- PARTICLES AND FIELDS
DISCIPLINE(S)- P A R T I C L E S AND FIELDS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL = TEAM LEADER
EXPER IMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINC I PAL INVEST I GATOR. TL = T E A M LEADER OI = OThER INVEST IGATOR. TM=TEA* MEMBER)
OI=CThER I N V E S T I G A T O R . TM=TEAM MEMBER) PI - J.R. WlNCKLER ...*U OF MINNESOTA
PI - T . A . FRITZ N'OAA-ERL MINNEAPOLI S, MN
B O U L C E P . C O OI - G.K. PARKS...............UOF WASHINGTON
OI - A. KONCADI NA S A -J S C SEATTLE. W A
HOUSTON, TX EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
01 - O.J. I w I L L I A W S NOAA-ERL THIS EXPERIMENT INVESTIGATED THE ORIGIN OF THE VAN ALLEN
BCULDER. CC TRAPPED RADI AT ION. IT CONSISTED OF A MAGNET IC DEFLECTION
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION SEPARATION SYSTEM AND A SOLID-STATE PARTICLE COUNTER SYSTEM.
SCLID-STATS D E T E C T O R S MEASURED Th£ DIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF THE PART ICLE COUNTERS hAC DIRECTIONAL CAPAB1LITIES SO THAT
PHOTONS IN THE RANGE OF 20- TO ZOO-KEV IN SIX ENERGY STEPS. PARTICLE PITCH ANGLES COULD BE DETERMINED. THE SYSTEM
RESPONDED TO PROTONS IN THE RANGES 20 TO SO KEV. SO TO 150
ATS
 6, MASLEY -- KEV, AND 150 To 500 KEV, AND TO ELECTRONS IN THE RANGES 20 TO
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCLAC COSMIC PAYS AND GEC**GN£TI CALL V
ALTERNATE NAMES- GAMMA-RAY EXPLORER
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY NSSDC 1C- EGRET
LAST REPORTED STATE- A PROPOSED MISSION
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE(5)- ^ARTICLES AND FIELDS LAUNCH DATE- 00/00/79 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- iei9. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
EXPER IMLNT PERSONNEL (PI=PRIN'CIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL = T EAM LEADER LAUNCH VEHICLE— SHUTTLE
C I = CTHER IN VEST I GATOR. TJ*=TEAM MEMBER )
PI - A.J. MA SLEY .............. MCDONNELL-CCCIGL AS COPP SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
HUNTINGTON 6EACH. CA UNI TED STATES NASA-OSS
OI - P.R. SATTFRELCf VCDONNELL-CCLGLAS COPP
HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
EXPERIMENT BR1EFDESCCIPTION - CfiBlT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
TWO SOLID-STATE TELESCOPES. ONE DIRECTED PERPENDICULAR ORBIT PERIOD- 70. MIN INCLINATION- 28.5 DEG
TO AND THE OTHER DIRECTED PARALLEL TO THE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD PERIAPSIS- 6874. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 6874. KM ALT
DIRECTION. EACH ME»SU=ED PROTONS FROM o.z TO JCQ MEV IN 12
ENERGY INTERVALS AND ALPHA PARTICLES FROM 1.2 TO lao MEV IN jo SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST*
ENERGY INTERVALS. Tf tQ MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETERS. MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
ORIENTED PARALLEL TC THE TWO TELESCCPES. WILL MEASURE PM — F.J. CEPOLLINA ...........NASA—GSFC
ELECTRONS FROM 5O To SOC KEV IN FOUR ENERGY INTERVALS. GREENBELT. MO
PS - C. FICHTEL .NASA-GSFC
ATS 6. *C I LWAIN GREENBELT. MD
MG - J. HOLT2 NASA HEADQUARTERS
EXPERIMENT NAME- AURCRAL P A R T I C L E S EXPERIMENT WASHINGTON, DC
SC - A. OPP NASA HEADQUARTERS
NSSDC ID- 74-03SA-C= WASHINGTON. DC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
LAST REPORTED S T A T E - LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY THE EXPLORER GAMMA-RAY EXPERIMENT TELESCOPE (EGRET) BILL
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACOUISITI3N RATE SINCE 06/15/74. PERFORM GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATIONS AT HIGHER SENS ITIVI TV. OF
BETTER SPATIAL AND SPECTRAL RESOLUTION. AND W I T H IMPROVED
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND A S T R O N O M Y PROGRAMS LEVEL OF GAMMA-RAY I DENT IFfCATION THAN PREVIOUSLY ATTAINED. A
OISCIPLINE(S)- P A R T I C L E S AND FIELDS SINGLE INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE WILL BE UTILIZED. THIS UNIT
WILL BE A COMPOUND SPARK CHAMBER ASSEMBLY CAPABLE CF DETECTING
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (P I = PRINC I PAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAK LEADER GAMMA-RAYS OF ENERGIES FROM 25 TO 3E4 MEV. THE PRIMARY
OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR. TN=TEAP VEMBEfl ) MISSION OBJECTIVES ARE -- (1) A STUDY OF THE GALACTIC PLANE
PI - C.E. MCILWAIN u OF CALIF. SAN DIEGC STRUCTURE W I T H HIGH STATISTICAL ACCURACY* GOOD ENERGY
SAN DIEGO* CA RESOLUTION OVER A WIDE RANGE. AND GOOD ANGULAR ACCURACY. (2)
01 - R.W. C!LLIUS U OF CALIF, £AN OIEGO MEASUREMENT OF THE INTENSITY AND ENERGETIC SPECTRUM OF THE
SAN DIEGO. CA DIFFUSE RADIATION FROM REGIONS OTHER THAN THE GALACTIC PLANE.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF D E S C R I P T I O N (3) A FULL SKY SURVcY FQR DISCRETE SOURCES AND MEASUREMENT-OF
A OUAO^I=PH£» ICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER- AND A S S O C I A T E D THEIR FLUX. ENERGY SPECTRUM, AND LOCATION. (4) SEARCH FQR
CHANNELTRON MEASURED ELECTRONS AND PRCTONS FROK THERMAL SHCRT INTENSE BURSTS OF GAMMA RAYS. AND* (5> SEARCH FOR
PERIODIC GAMMA RAY EMISSIONS. INITIAL APOGEE POSITION MAS OVER THE EARTH 'S POLAP CAP IN THE
NOON-DUSK QUADRANT. INITIAL SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT
**************************** ELECTRODYNAMICS EXPLORER ********* PERFORMANCE WAS NORMAL.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ELECTRODYNAMICS EXPLORER **************************** HELIOS-A ***»»»****«***»*»***»#»**
ALTERNATE NAMES-
N5SCC ID- EE SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HELIOS-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- HELIO-A. PL-TAIA
LAST REPORTED STATE- A PROPOSED MISSION NSSDC ID- 74-097A
LAUNCH DATE- 00/00/75 . SPACECRAFT .EIGHT-
 KG LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
LAUNCH SITE- AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 12/1O/7*.
LAUNCH VEHICLE-
LAUNCH DATE- 12/10/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- 210. KG
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS - LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN-CENT
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCV
FED REP OF GERMANY BMWF
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
ORBIT TYPE-
ORBIT PERIOD- INCLINATION- CEG INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
PER1APSIS- APOAPSIS- ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- O1/16/75
ORBIT PERIOD- 190.2 DAYS INCLINATION- 0.02 DEC
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL ( Pl*=PROJECT MANAGER. PS = PHOJECT SCIENTIST, PERIAPSIS- 0.3O95 AU RAO APOAPSIS- 0.965 AU RAD
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER, SC = PROGRAM SC IENTISTI
PM - D.W. GRIMES NASA-GSFC RECENT CR6IT PARAMETERS
GREENBELT, MD ' ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- O1/16/75
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION ORBIT PERIOD- 190.2 DAYS INCLINATION- 0.02 OEG
THE PURPOSE OF THE ELECTRODYNAMICS EXPLORER MISSION HILL PERIAPSIS- 0.3095 AU RAD APOAPSIS- 0.965 AU RAD
BE TO STUDY THE EASIC ELECTRODYNAMICS OF THE E A R T h « S
MAGNETOSPHERE-IONOSPHERE SYSTEM. THE S Y S T E M ' S DRIVING FORCES SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=P«OJECT SCIENTIST.
(VECTOR ELECTRIC F IELCS AND NEUTRAL WINDS)* DRIVEN QUANTITIES MG=PROGRAM MANAGER* SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
GASES) AND GRID (THE VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD) HILL BE MEASURED. BONN. FED REP OF GERMANY
IT HAS BEEN PROPOSED T H A T THE MISSION CONSIST CF A PA IR CF PM - G. ta. OUSLEV NASA-GSFC
SPACECRAFT, ONE ATTITUDE CONTROLLED IN A LOW ALTITUDE POLAR GREENBELT, MD
ORBIT AND THE OTHER CF UNDEFINED STABIL IZATION REQUIREMENTS IN PS - M. PORSCHE ORG FOR SPACE RES
A POLAR ECCENTRIC ORBIT WITH APOGEE VARIABLE BETWEEN 3 AND 6 MUNICH. FED REP OF GERMANY
EARTH RAD I I. KNOWLEDGE CF SPACECRAFT ATT ITDDE MUST BE GOCD TO PS- J.H. TRAINQR ........... ..NASA-GSFC
WITHIN 0.1 DEGREE* ONBOARD PROPULSION WILL BE USEC TO ALLOW GREENBELT. MD
THE CHANGING OF OREIT PARAMETERS* THE TWO SPACECRAFT WILL BE MG - F.O. KOCHENDORFER NASA HEADQUARTERS
COPLANAR, W I T H MANY SIMULTANEOUS FIELD-LINE CROSSINGS THAT WASHINGTON. DC
WILL BE PARTICULARLY USEFUL IN THE STUDY CF CURRENTS* PARTICLE sc - A.G. OPP ...NASA HEADQUARTERS
ACCELERATIONS, ETC. THE SPACECRAFT WILL HAVE SELECTABLE BIT WASHINGTON. DC
RATES AND DATA FORMATS TD OPTIMIZE THE UTILITY CF THE SETURKEC SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
DATA. IT IS ENVISIONED THAT EXCEPT FOR THE DETAILS OF THE THE HELlOS-A SPACECRAFT IS DESIGNED AS A SOLAR PROBE TO
DETECTOR COMPLEMENT, THE SPACECRAFT WILL RESEMBLE TfcE C A R R Y SC IENTIF1C EXPER I MENTS ON AN INTERPLANETARY MISSION
ATMOSPHERIC EXPLORER ( A E ) SPACECRAFT. THE TEAM APPROACH OF APPROACHING TO ABOUT 0.3 AU OF THE SUN. THE EXPERIMENTS WILL
THE AE SERIES WILL PROBABLY BE UTILIZED FOR DATA HANDLING, BE PROVIDED BY A GROUP QF GERMAN AND AMERICAN SCIENTISTS* WITH
WITH REMOTE TERMINALS AT EXPERIMENTER'S INSTITUTIONS AND WITH NASA SUPPLYING THE T ITAN CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE AND THE
DATA FROM ALL EXPERIMENTS BEING ACCESSIBLE TO EACH FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY SUPPLYING THE SPACECRAFT.
EXPERIMENTER. THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON AN INFORMAL GSFC
STUDY. A FORMAL MISSION STUDY HAS NOT YET BEEN APPROVED BY HELIOS-A. GURNETT
NASA HEADQUARTEPS.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELDS IN SCLAH
**************************** HAWKEYE i ************************ PLASMA
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- H A W K E Y E I NSSDC ID- 74-097A-13
ALTERNATE NAMES- INJUN-F. NEUTRAL POINT EXPLORER
EXPLORER 52 LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
NSSOC ID- 74-040A AT THE STANDARD D A T A ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 12/10/74.
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NCfiMALLY OSS DIVISION- PLANETARY PROGRAMS
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 06/03/74. DISC IPLINE(S}- IONOSPHERES PARTICLES AND FIELDS
LAUNCH DATE— 06/03/74 SP ACECRAFT WE IGHT - 2t.1 KG g X.PERIMENT PERSONNEL (Pl=PR INC I PAL IKVEST 1 GATOR* TL = TEAM LEADER
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES . OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
LAUNCH V E H I C L E - S C C U T P I - D . A . GURNETT .............U CF 10WA
IOWA CITY. IA
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY O I - S . J . BAUER NASA-GSFC
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS ' GREENBELT. MO
GI - P.S. KELLOGG ...»U OF MINNESOTA
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS MINNEAPOLIS. MN
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTR 1C EPOCH DATE- 06/02/74 OI- R.G. STONE ........NASA-GSFC
ORBIT PERIOD- ZQ22. MIN INCLINATION- 89.78 DEC GREENBELT, MD
PERIAPSIS- 6648. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 131946. KM ALT EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT MEASURED THE SPECTRUM OF THE ELECTRIC
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS FIELD IN 16 CHANNELS IN THE PLASMA FREQUENCY RANGE (10 HZ TO
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ' EPOCH GATE- 02/25/75 100 KHZ) AND CONTINUOUSLY IN THE RADIO FREQUENCY RANGE 150 KHZ
ORBIT PERIOD- 3076.6 MIN INCLINATION- 89.7 OEG TO 2 MHZ). THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE TO ANALYZE
PERIAPSIS- 2998. KP ALT APOAPSIS- 124366. KM ALT (1) THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN ELECTRIC FIELD
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PHOJECT SCIENTIST. RELATIONSHIP OF THE FREQUENCY AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER, SC=PROGRAM SCIENT1ST) PLASMA NOISE WITH SOLAR WIND CHARACTERISTICS AND CORONA
PM - J.E. ROGERS U OF IOWA ACTIVITIES. AND (3) TO OBSERVE SOLAR RADIO-NOISE 6CRSTS AND TO
IOWA CITY, IA CORRELATE THEM Wl TH SOLAR COSMIC RAYS. A DIPOLE ANTENNA
PM- C.W. COFFEE, JR NASA-LARC PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS OF THE PROBE PROVIDED THE
HAMPTON. VA COUPLING TO THE PLASMA. THE ELECTRIC FIELD SIGNAL WAS
PS - J.A. VAN ALLEN ...........U OF IOWA PROCESSED BY TWO SPECTRUM ANALYZERS AND A DUAL SWEEP-FREQUENCY
IOWA CITY. IA RADIOMETER.
WASH INGTON, DC **************************** HELIOS-B *************************
WASHINGTON. DC SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HELIOS-B
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION ALTERNATE NAMES- HELIQ-B. PL-751A
HAWKEYE WAS PART OF THE U.S. CCNTRI BUT ION TO THE NSSDC ID- h£LIO-3
INTERNATIONAL MAGNETOSPHERic STUDY. THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THIS
FLIGHT WAS TO STUDY THE NEUTRAL POINT REGION OF THE LAST REPORTED STATE- AN APPROVED MISSION
MAGNETOSPHERE. THE EXPERIMENTS INCLUDED PARTICLE AND FIELD
OBSERVATIONS AND LOW-ENERGY PLASMA STUDIES RELEVANT TO THE LAUNCH DATE- JAN. 76 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- 210. KG
DYNAMICS OF SOLAR WINC INJECTION INTO THE MAGNETOSPHERE. THE LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED WITH A SPIN RATE OF ABCUT 6 RPM LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN-CENT
AND A SPIN VECTOR PARALLEL TO THE EARTH'S EQUATORIAL PLANE.
SPGNSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
FED REP OF GERMANY BMwF
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS
PLANNED OR3IT P A R A M E T E R S
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 1 52 . D A Y S
APOAFSIS-
PURPQSE TELESCOPE CAPABLE OF PERFORMING NON-SOLAR ASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVATIONS FROM THE VACUUM UV THROUGH THE VISIBLE WAVELENGTH
UV-OPTICAL SPACELAB TELESCOPE AND RELATED SUPPORT SYSTEMS
OF THE UV-OPTICAL TELESCOPE STUDY WILL BE CARRIED OUT BY AN
CHOSEN FROM SCIENTISTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ON THE BASIS OF
SUBMITTED PROPOSALS- THIS IDT HILL INTERACT WITH NASA THROUGH
A NASA STUDY SCIENTIST APPOINTED 8Y GSFC.
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=FROGRAM SCIENT1ST >
PM - G.tf.
BONN. FED PEP OF GERMANY
.NASA-GSFC
GREtNBELT. MD
MUNICH, FED REP OF GERMANY
PS - J.H. TRAINCP NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT, MD
^ m A SH I NG T ON . DC
SC - A.G. OPP NASA HEADCLARTERS
• ASH INGTON. DC
SPACECRAFT BR;IEF DESCRIPTION
THE HELICS-E SPACECRAFT 1S OESIGNED AS A SOLAR PROEE TO
CARRY SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS ON AN INTERPLANETARY M 1SSICN
APPROACHING TO ABOUT ,0.3 AU OF THE SUN. THE EXPERIMENTS MILL
BE PROVIDED DY A 'GPCUP CF GERMAN AND U.S. SCIENTISTS. WITH
NA
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERCANY SUPPLY ING THE SPACECRAFT.
MEUlOS-E. GUPNEIT
ONE METER UV TELESCOPE. HENIZE
EXPERIMENT NAME- INSTRUMENT DEFINITION TEAM
NSSDC ID- CMUVTEL-OI
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE(S)- ASTRONOMY
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL I PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* TL = TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR* TM=TEAM MEMBER)
TL - K.G. HENIZE NA S A-J SC
HOUSTON* TX
TM - A.M. SMITH ...............NASA-GSFC
GREEN8ELT. MD
TM - C.M. ANDERSON U OF WISCONSIN
M A D I S O N * M l
TM - R.K. O*CONNELL ......u OF VIRGINIA
EXPERIMENT NAME- OACIC FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELCS IN SCLAR
PLASMA
NSSDC ID- HELIO-B-13
LAST REPORTED S T A T E - APPROVED
oss DIVISION- PLANETARY PROGRAMS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PR1NCIP*L INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEA* LEADER
01=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - O.A. GURNETT U CF ICWA
' I DMA CIT . IA
Ol - S'J. BAUER ...............NASA-GSF
GREENBEL . MD
01 - P.S. KELLOGG .............U OF MIN ESOTA
MINNEAPO IS. MN
OI - R.G. STONE NASA-GSF
GREENQEL . MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS cXPrRIMEN'T MEASURED THE SPECTRUM OF THE ELECTRIC
F[ELD IN 16 CHANNELS IN THE PL ASMA FREQUENCY RANGE (10 hZ TO
100 KHZ) AND CONTINUOUSLY IN Th£ RADIO FREQUENCY RANGE {SO KHZ
TU £ MHZ). THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE TO ANALYZE
TM - E.B. JENKINS .....PRINCETON U
PRINCETON. NJ
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SPECIFIC GOAL OF THE INSTRUMENT DEFINITION TEAM
(IDT) IS TO ESTABLISH THE SCIENTIFIC MERIT AND APPROVE
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTUAL. DESIGN OF A FLEXIBLE. GENERAL PURPOSE.
1M CLASS UV-OPTICAL FACILITY TELESCOPE FOR SPACELAS ASTRONOMY
MISSIONS. THE END PRODUCTS OF THE DEFINITION STUDY WILL
OEFINITION OF REPRESENT AT IVE OBSERVING PROGRAMS* (2) A
THOROUGH STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS FOR TELESCOPE AND SUPPORT
SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE NECESSARY TO THE FACILITY SCIENTIFIC
OBJECTIVES. 13) PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTIONS OF SEVERAL
ILLUSTRATIVE FOCAL PLANE INSTRUMENTS. AND (4) A HELL DEVELOPED
CONCEPT OF THE TOTAL OPERATING TELESCOPE FACILITY INCLUDING
COMMAND AND CONTROL MECHANISMS. DATA HANDLING. GROUNp
OPERATIONS. USER INVOLVEMENT, ETC. THE ACTIVITIES CF THE IDT
ARE EXPECTED TO LAST 1 YEAR. CULMINATING IN THE PREPARATION OF
A FINAL REPORT BY DECEMBER 1975.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- PIONEER 10
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-F. PL-723D
05860
NSSDC ID- 72-012A
- I I )
FLUCTUATIONS ALONG THE TP AJECTCRY OF THE PROBE. (2) THE
RELATI ONSHIP Oc THE FREQUENCY AND CHARACTERISTICS OF Th.E
PLASMA NOISE *ITh SCLAR WIND CHARACTERISTICS AND CORONA
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 03/03/72.
CORRELATE THEM WITh SOLAR COSMIC RAYS. A DIPOLc ANTENNA
PERPENOICUL AR TO T|-E SPIN AXIS OF THE PROBE PRCVIDEC THE
COUPt-I NG TO THE PLASMA. THE EL EC TR 1C FIELD SIGNAL WAS
LAUNCH DATE- 03/03/72
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS-CENT
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT-
NITED STATES
* * * * * * * * * * * * * ONE WETER UV TELESCOPE ***********
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAKE- ONE METER UV TELESCOPE
ALTERNATE NAMES- SPACELAB ASTRONOMY MISS. SPACELAB IM UV TELESC
NSSOC ID- OMUVTEL
LAST REPORTED STATE- A PROPOSED MISSION
LAUNCH DATE- 1982 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS
ANNED ORdIT P A R A M E T E R S
OH3IT TYPE-_ GEOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- SO. MlN
PERIAPSIS- 200. KM ALT
INCLINATION- as. DEC
APQAPSIS- 300. KM ALT
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
PM - D.S. LECKRONc NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
SC - J.D. RQSENDt-AL NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON. DC
SPACECRAFT B»IEF DESCRIPTION
DURING THE 1960'S. NASA WILL USE THE SPACE SHUTTLE AS
ITS PRIMARY TRANSPORTAT ION SYSTEM FOP CARRYING INSTRUMENTATION
INTO NEAR E A R T H DEBIT, UNDER THE SPACELAB PROGRAM (CIRECTED
BY ESRO) THE SHUTTLE'S PAYLCAD BAY IS SE ING CONFIGURED AND
EQUIPPED TO ACT AS A GENERALIZED IN-OPBIT LABORATORY. CNE
PROPOSED SPACECRAFT MISSION IS TO FLY A ONE-METER GENERAL
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER* PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST*
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
PM - C.F. HALL .NASA-ARC
MOFFETT FIELD. CA
PS - J.H. WOLFE .NASA-ARC
MOFFETT FIELD. CA
MG - P.O. KOCHENOORFER ...NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON. DC
SC - A.G. OPP ...NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON, OC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PIONEER 10 HAS THE FIRST OF TWO 258-KG. SPIN-STABILIZED
(AT 4.8 RPM). EARTH-POINTING SPACECRAFT CESIGNED TO PROVIDE
INFORMATION ON THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM* THE ASTEROID BELT.
AND JUPITER AND ITS ENVIRONMENT. THE SPACECRAFT COMPLEMENT OF
t1 EXPER IMENTS INCLUDED PLASMA AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE
DETECTORS. A MAGNETOMETER, METEOROID DETECTORS. AN IMAGING
PHCTQPOLAPIMETER. A UV PHOTOMETER AND AN IR RADIOMETER.
PASSIVE IONOSPHERIC OCCULTATION AND CELESTIAL MECHANICS
STUDIES WERE ALSO CARRIED OUT. POWER WAS PROVIDED BY FOUR
BCCM-MOUNTED RAOIQISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS. EIGHT BIT
RATES (8 TO 2048 BPS) WERE AVAILABLE* DURING JOVI AN ENCOUNTER
THE BIT RATE WAS 1024 BPS. PIONEER 10 CROSSED THE JOVIAN BOW
SHOCK AT ABOUT 108 PLANETARY RAOIt ON NOVEMBER 26. 1973.
ALMOST 21 MONTHS AFTER LAUNCH AND AFTER SURVIVING ITS TRANSIT
OF THE ASTEROID BELT WITH NO DAMAGE. CLOSEST APPROACH
OCCURRED ON DECEMBER 4. 1973. AT 130*000 KM 11.8 PLANETARY
RACI I ) ABOVE THE CLOUD TOPS. FINAL EXIT FROM THE JOVIAN
MAGNETOSHEATH OCCURRED AT ABOUT 240 PLANETARY RADII. DESPITE
THE INTENSE FLUXES OF VERY ENERGETIC PARTICLES. THE SPACECRAFT
SYSTEMS cEXCEPT THE SPACECRAFT STELLAR REFERENCE ASSEMBLY) AND
EXPERIMENTS fEXCEPT FOR THE ASTEROID-METEQROIC DETECTOR)
SURVIVED THE JOVIAN ENCOUNTER WELL. THE SPACECRAFT IS NOW ON
A TRAJECTORY OF ESCAPE FROM THE SOLAR SYSTEM. IT IS EXPECTED
TO TRANSMIT DATA UNTIL 1577, WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE ABOUT
2O All AWAY-
------- PIONEER 10 . GEHRELS • -----------------------------------
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH RESCLUTION PHOTO-IMAGING OF
JUPITEBS CLOUD CCVER
NSSOC ID- 72-012A-15
LAST REPORTED S T A T E - LALNCMEC AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 03/03/72.
DISCI PL INE(S)- ASTRO^MY P L A N E T A R Y ATMOSPHERES
FLANETOLCGY
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL ( P I = PR I NC I PAL INVESTIGATOR, TL=T£AM LEADER
OI=CTHER INVEST I GAT DR. TM=TEA* MEMBER)
PI - T. GEHFELS ............. U OF ARIZONA
TUCSCN. AZ
OI - D.L. COFFEEN ............. NASA-GISS
NEW YORK. NY
TUCSON. AZ
U CF ABIZCN
TUCSON, AZ
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL < Pi =PR INC IPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM = TEAM MEMBER)
PI - T. GEHRELS ............. U CF A R I Z O N A
TUCSON. AZ
OI - O.L. COFFEEN ....... . ..... NASA-GISS
NEi YORK, 'NY
OI - J. HAMEEN-ANT T I L A ...... U OF ARIZONA
TUCSON. AZ
OI - W. SWINDELL ............ U CF ARIZONA
TUCSON. AZ
01 - H.F. HUMMER .............. SANTA BARBARA RES CTR
GOLETA. CA
OI - C.E. KENKNIGHT ........... U CF ARIZONA
TUCSON. AZ
CI - J.L. WEINBERG ............ DUDLEY DBS
ALBANY. NY
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE TO CONDUCT A
HIGH-RESOLUTION PHOTO IMAGING INVESTIGATION OF JUPITER'S CLOUD
SURFACE. TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT CF GAS ABOVE THE CLCUOS. AND
TO STUDY THE ZOO I ACAL L IGHT AND ASTEROIDAL M A T E R I A L DURING THE
FLIGHT TO JUPI TER. AN IMAGING PHOTOPOLAR I METER 5P IN- SCANNED
THE SKY DURING THE INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY TC MEASURE
BB I OUTNESS AND POLARIZATION. A WOLLASTCN PR I SM MEASURED
POL AH I MET RY WHILE BLUE AND RED FILTERS PROVIDED TWO-COLOR
IMAGES. *N EYEBALL ON'THE TELESCOPE ENABLEC THE INSTRUMENT TO
TRACK THE PLANET THROUGH SO OEG DURING ENCOUNTER.
01 - H. SWINDELL
OI - R.F. HUMMER .............. SANTA BARE
GOLETA. CA **************************** RAE-B ****************************0 I - C.E . KENKNlGt-T ...........U OF ARIZONA
TUCSCN, AZ SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- RAE-fl
01 - J.L. WEINBERG ............ DUDLEY OBS ALTERNATE NAMES- RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER. PL-693B
ALBANY. NY EXPLORER 49, 06686
EXPERIMENT 6RIEF DESCRIPT ION ' 6686
THE OBJECT1 VES CF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE TO CCNCUCT A NSSDC ID- 73-039 A
HIGH-RESOLUTION PhOTD I MAG I NG INVESTIGATION CF JUPITER'S CLOUD
TO STUDY THEZODIACAL LIGHT AND ASTEROIDAL MATERIAL DURING THE AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION HATE SINCE 06/10/73.
THE SKY DURING THE INTERPLANETARY T R A J E C T O R Y TC MEASURE LAUNCH DATE- 06/1O/73 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- 328. KG
BRIGHTNESS AND POLARIZATION. A WOLLASTQN PRISM MEASURED LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
POLARIMETRV. WHILE 6LUE AND RED FILTEPS PRCV I DED TViO-CCLCB LAUNCH VEHICLE- LT DELTA
TRACK THE PLANET THRCUGH 50 DEG DURING ENCOUNTER. SPCNSORING COUNTRY/ AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
INITIAL OR BIT PARAMETERS
SPACECRAFT COMMON N A M E - PIONEER 1 I ORBIT TYPE- S tLENOCENTR I C EPOCH DATE- 06/21/73
ALTERNATE NAMES- PICNEEK-G, PL-733C ORBIT PERIOD- 221.17 MIN INCLINATION- 55.7 OEG
6^21 P E R I A P S I S - 1 0 5 2 . 9 8 K M A L T A P O A P S I S - I 0 6 3 . B 4 K M A L T
NSSDC ID- 73-019A
LAST REPORTED S T A T E - LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY ORBIT TYPE- SELENOCENTR I C EPOCH DATE- 02/24/75
AT THE STANDARD D A T A ACQUIS IT I ON RATE SINCE 04/06/73. ORBIT PERIOD- 221. 9 MIN INCLINATION- 67.1 D6G
PERI APSIS- 1044. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1085. KM ALT
LAUNCH DATE- 04/06/73 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- 231. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE C A N A V E R A L . UNITED STATES SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST,
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS-CENT MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PROGRAM SCIENTIST)
PM - J.T . SHEA . . .............. NASA-GSFC
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY • GREEN3ELT. MD
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS PS - H.G. STONE ............... NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
MG= PROGRAM' MANAGER, SC = FROGRAM SCIENTIST ) WASHINGTON, DC
PM - C.F. HALL ................ NASA-ARC SC - N.G. ROMAN ............... NASA HEADQUARTERS
MOFFETT FIELD. CA WASHINGTON, DC
PS - J.H. WOLFE ............... NASA-ARC SPACECRAFT EPIEF DESCRIPTION
MQFFETT FIELD.CA THE RAE-B SPACECRAFT MEASURED WITH DIRECTIVITY THE
MG - F.D. KOCHENDCRFER ........ NASA HEADQUARTERS ' INTENSITY OF CELESTIAL RADIO SOURCES AS A FUNCTICN OF TIME.
WASHINGTON. DC DIRECTION. AND FREQUENCY (0.03 TO 13 MHZ). THREE SAPID-BURST
SC - A.G. OPP .................NASA HEADQUARTERS RECEIVERS. TWO RYLE- VONBEBG RECEI VERS . AND AN IMPEDANCE PROBE
WASHINGTON, DC CONNECTED TO TWO 229-M LONG 'V ANTENNAS AND A 37-M LONG
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION OIPOLE ANTENNA WERE USED. THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN A LUNAR ORBIT
PIONEER I'l WAS THE SECOND OF TWO 231-KG, SP I N- STABIL I ZED ENABLING LUNAR OCCULTATIONS TO BE USED TO DETERMINE CELESTIAL
EARTH— POINTING SPACECRAFT DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON SOURCE -PCSlTlONS FROM A LOCATION FAR REMOVED FROM THE
THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM, THE ASTEROIC BELT AND THE TERRESTRIALNOISE BACKGROUND.
NEAfi-JUPlTgR ENV IRQNMENT . THIS JUPITER FLY-BY SPACECRAFT »AS
POWERED BY A RAD 1C ISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR AND A ------- RA£-B. STONE ------------------------------------------
BATTERY. THE SPACECRAFT I INSTRUMENT AT I CN STUD I ED THE
INTERPLANETARY AND POSSIBLE JCVIAN MAGNETIC FIELDS, THE SOLAR EXPERIMENT NAME- RAPID-BURST RECEIVERS
WIND AND JOVIAN BC* SHOCK ANC MAGNETOPAUSE BOUNDARIES. SOLAR
AND GALACT 1C COSM 1C RAYS. INTERPLANETARY CI-ARGEC PARTICLES AND NSSOC ID- 73-039A-02
POSSIBLE JOVIAN TR^FPEC RADIATION, JOVIAN THERMAL ENERGY FLUX.
ZOD I AC AL L I GHT . ASTERCIDS AND METECROIDS. AND INTERPLANETARY LAST REPQR TED STATE— LAUNCHED AND C PER AT ING NORMALLY
AND JOVIAN ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION. AN S-BANO OCCULTATION AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 06/10/73.
EXPERIMENT AND A JUPITER IMAGING ANC FHCTOPCL *R I Z AT I ON
EXPERIMENT WERE PERFORMED. THE SPACECRAFT EXPERIENCED CLOSEST OSS DIVISICN- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
JUPITER APPROACH (0.6 PLANETARY RADII FROM SURFACE) ON OISCIPLINE(S)- ASTRONOMY PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
DECEMBER 3. 1974 » ITH MINIMAL RADIATION CAMAOE. THE SPACECRAFT SOLAR PHYSICS
IS NO* APPROACH I NG A SEPT. 1979 SATURN ENCOUNTER .
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL ( PI =PR INC IPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL-TEAM LEADER
------- PIONEER 11, GEHRELS ------ - ---------------------------- " OI=OThEH INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - R.G. STONE ............... NASA-GSFC
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTC- 1 MAG I NG OF GREENBELT. MD
JUP I TCP.S T.LOUD CCVER O I - J . K . ALEXANDER. JR ..... ..NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
NSSDC ID- 73-019A-16 • CI - J, FAINBERG ............ NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT * MD
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NCRMALLY QI - J .F . CLARK ............ ...NASA-GSFC
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 04/06/73. ' GREENBELT. MD
01 - H. MALITSQN ............ NASA-GSFC
oss DIVISION- PLANETARY PROGRAMS GREENBELT. MD
DISCI PL INE(S)- ASTf iO^MY P L A N E T A R Y A T M C S F h E R E S
DEC AY TI Mti S OF SOLAS SCR STS AND CTHEB R A P I C L V V A R Y I N G NO I SE IN
THti 0 . O25 TO 13 MHZ 6 A NO. OPERA TING IN TWC S E N S I T I V I T Y MODES t
BACKGROUND LEVEL • THE 32 CHANNELS MERE SAWPLED EVERY 7.68 SEC
EXPERIMENT NAME- C A P A C I T A N C E PRCBE
NSSDC ID- 73 -03SA-C2
AT TH£ STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 06/10/73.
CI - S.B. JONES ...... .........CULHAM LAB
ABINGOON, ENGLAND
OI - C. JORDAN ..............CULHAH LAB
ABINGOON, ENGLAND
ABINGOON. ENGLAND
OI - A. GABRIEL .............CULHAM LAB
ABINGDON. ENGLAND
OI - R.L.F.SOYD U COLLEGE LONDON
LONDON. ENGLAND
OI - C. RAPLEY ...., ...U COLLEGE LCNOON
LONDON. ENGLAND
CI - J.L. CUt, MANE ....U COLLEGE LCNDON
LONDON. ENGLAND
CI - J. PARKINSON U COLLEGE LCNOON
LONDON. ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF OESCRIPT ION
THE INSTRUMENT WILL CONSIST OF T»0 SETS OF 7 FLAT
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND A STRCNCMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINES)- ASTGCNCMT ICNCS
RESPECTIVELY). THE PCS SYSTEM MILL PROVIDE A RASTER ING
EXPERIMENT PEPSLNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCB. TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=CTH£R INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - R.G. STONE NASA-GSF
DONLEY ............ ..NASA-GSF
GQEENBELT. MD
ELEMENTS AT O.25 SEC PER ELEMENT IN S ARC-SEC STEPS. THE 8CS
SYSTEM OBTAINS h. IGH-SPECTRAL AND TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRA <0.05 A
AND 1.0 SEC * TYP1CALLY) OVER A 6 X 6 ARC~MIN FOV. BOTH
SYSTEMS WILL BE OPTIMIZED TC PROVIDE 7 SIMULTANEOUS
SPECTROHELIOGRAMS (SPECTRA) SPANNING THE 1.38-19.46 A
WAVELENGTH RANGE. THESE. IN TURN. "ILL INCLUDE MANY STRONG
LINES COVERING A TEMPERATURE RANGE OF ABOUT 1.E6 TO l.ES K FOR
ACTIVE REGION AND FLARE STUDIES. THE PCS MODE OF OPERATION IS
INTENDED FOR STUDIES OF CORONAL- ACTIVE REGIONS BEFORE AND
AFTER FLARES. TO DETERMINE WHAT CHANGES IN THE PLASMA
TEMPERATURES AND DENSITIES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE BUILD-UP TO
AND RELAXATION FROM THE FLARE. THE QCS MODE WILL PERMIT
DETAILED STUDIES OF THE RAPID PHYSICAL CHANGES IN THE PLASMA
CURING FLARES.
FREQUENCY SHIFTS IN TWO CCUPLSO csc ILLATCRS CONNEC TEC TO THE
ANTENNA INDICATED CHANGES IN ANTENNA CAPACITANCE CAUSED BY
VARIATIONS IN THE AMEIENT ELECTRON DENSITY.
ALTERNATE. NAMES- SM
NSSOC ID- SMM
LAUNCH DATE- MI 0 1 576 SPACECRAFT h
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES
SPONSORING CQUNTP
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION UV SPECTROMETER
NSSDC ID- SMM -03
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE(S)- SOLAR PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL I PI=PRINC I PAL INVESTIGATOR. TL-TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - R, BONNET .CNRS-LPSP
PARIS. FRANCE
0 I - J . CHARRA CNRS-LPSP
PARIS. FRANCE
01 - J. LEI BACKER CNRS-LPSP
PLANNEO UR3IT PARAMETERS
ORbIT TYPE- GEOCENTR1C
ORBIT PERIOD- ^0. M IN
P. LEM .CNRS-LPSP
PARIS* FRANCE
APOAPSIS- 682S. KM ALT
MC- = PROGRAM MANAGER, SC=FRCGRAM SCIENTIST)
PS - K.J. FPOST NASA-GSFC
GKEENBELT. MO
MG - M.E. MCDONALD NASA HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON, DC
SC - S.D. JORDAN NASA-GSFC
GHEENBtLT, MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPT ION
THE SCL AR b £ XIrtUM MI5SI ON MILL BE DEDICATED TO
PARIS. FRANCE
SAMAIN ...CNRS-LPSP
PARIS. FRANCE
STENFLO ...U OF LUND
LUND. SWEDEN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO STUDY
SPECTRAL LINES SPANNING THE ENTIRE CHROMOSPHERE AND LOWER
TRANS ITION REGION. THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE A MUL TICHANNEL
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER. IT WILL EMPLOY A CASSEGRAIN
TELESCOPE TO BOTH INTERNALLY RASTER AND PROVIDE LIGHT TO A
PLANE GRATING THAT . IN TURN. REFLECTS THE PHOTONS
SIMULTANEOUSLY INTO SIX DETECTORS — LY ALPHA. LY B. MG II H
HIT
SUN DURING THE DAYLIG1-T PCRTICN CF ThE OPEIT. THE SPACECRAFT
ITSELF WILL NOT RASTER OVER THE SCLAC DISC, ALThCUGH
I NO IViOUAL INSTRUMENTS WILL HAVE THIS CAPABILITY. ThE SMM
SPACECRAFT WILL BE DESIGNED SO THAT IT CAN BE RETRIEVED 6Y AN
EARLY SHUTTLE FLIGHT. RETURNED TO EARTh. REFURBISHED AND
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION STUDIES, USING THE LY AND MG II H AND K
CHANNELS. STEPPING THE GRATING »ILL PROVIDE SPECTRAL
RESOLUTION OF 0.01-0.04 A WITH TIME RESOLUTION OF ABOUT 10 SEC
FOR A FULL SPECTRAL LINE SCAN. LESS FOR A PARTIAL (CORE) SCAN.
AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF 1 X 1 ARC-SEC. THE SPATIAL
FIT BE
ANOTHER SOLAR QOIENTEC MISSION. AT PRESENT (MARCH. 1975) THE
SMM IS IN A DEFINIT ION-STUCY PHASE. THIRTEEN EXPERIMENTS HAVE
BEcN INCLUDED IN T1-IS STUDY PHASE. BUT IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT
ONLY Six TO EIGHT wlLL MAKE THE FINAL PAYLCAC.
VARIABLE. THE LATTER DEPENDING ON THE D1FFRACTICN ORDER.' A
450 A SCAN IS PROVIDED BY THE SIX DETECTOR SYSTEM. THROUGH
14TH CRDER IN LY B.
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. CHUPP
SOLAR X I * H ISSION ACTON
NSSDC ID- SMM -07
LAST REPORTED STATE- APF^CVEC CCNCITIONALLY
OSS DIVISION— PHYSICS AND ASTPONCMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE(S)- SOLAS PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI = PRINC I PAL INVESTIGATCR, TL = TEAM LEADER
CI=CThEP INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - L. ACTON
OI - R.C. CATUPA
PALO ALTO, CA
01 - C. WOLF SON LOCKHEED PALC ALTO
PALO ALTO. CA
NSSDC ID- SMM -13
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE!S)- SOLAR PHYSICS
.LOCKHEED F/LO ALTO
PALO ALTO, CA
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - E. CHUPP ...*U OF NE« HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM. NH
DURHAM. NH
OI - K. PINKAU ..MPI
MUNICH* FED REP OF GERMANY
OI - C. REPPIN ..............MPI
MUNICH. FED REP OF GERMANY
01 - A. JAC08SON NASA-JPL EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PASACENA. CA ,TH£ INSTRUMENT WILL CONSIST OF A PASSIVELY COOLED SYSTEM
EXPERIMENT 6RIEF DESCRIPTION QF ThREE 80 CC GERMANIUM DETECTORS. COVERING THE 0*1-4*5 MEV
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT IS TO OBSERVE SOLAR RANGE WITH A RESOLUTION OF 2 KEV FWHM AND TIME RESOLUTION OF 1
FLAR£ RELATED GAMMA RAY LINES „ A'ND ASSCCIATEO CONTINUUM SEC FOR A DATA RATE OF 325 8PS. FCR A HIGHER DATA RATE.
RADIATION. THE INSTRUMENT BILL CONSIST CF A THREE ELEMENT HIGHER TIME RESOLUTION. UP TO 0.04 SEC. COULD BE ACHIEVED.
DETECTOR SYSTEM — (1) A O.3-9 MEV SYSTEM USING SIX 7.6 X 7.6 SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES WILL INCLUDE A DETERMINATION OF FLARE
CM NAI SCINTILLA TOR UNITS CONTINUCUSLY GAIN-STABILIZED TO A PLASMA TEMPERATURES FRCM THERMAL BROADENING CF
COMMON PRESET GAIN SC THE SUMMED OUTPUT CF ALL SIX DETECTORS ELECTRON-POSITION ANNIHILATION LINE AT 511 KEV. A POSITIVE
IS IDENTICAL TO A S INGLE LARGE DETECTOR. THE ENERGY RESCLLT I CN' IDENTIFICATION OF THE HYDROGEN NEUTRON CAPTURE LINE AT 2.23
IS 7.S PERCENT AT 0.662 MEV WITH 20 SEC TIKE RESOLUTION (1.0 MEV. AND A SEARCH FOR SEVERAL NEW NUCLEAR DEExCITATION LINES
SEC FOR SELECTED LINES)* <2> A COOLED GE D1CDE CF 60 CC. IN THE ENERGY RANGE COVERED AND PREDICTED BY THEORETICAL WORK.
COVERING 0.3-5.2 MEV WITH RESOLUTION OF 2.5 KEV FWMM AND TIME
RESOLUTION OF 0.5 SEC, (3) A HIGH-ENERGY. 10-16O MEV SYSTEM SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSICN. KOOMEN ;
USING THE . SIX NAI DETECTORS AND A CSI BACK-DETECTOR OPERATING
TOGETHER. RESOLUTION IS E/E 1.0 WITH 1 SEC TINE RESOLUTION. EXPERIMENT NAME- WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPh
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSICN. DE JAGER NSSDC 10- SMM -02
EXPERIMENT NAME- HARC X-RAY IMAGING SPECTROMETER LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
NSSDC ID- SMM -Cfi
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY OISCI PLINE(5)- SOLAR PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS . OI=OTMER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
OISCIPLINE(S)- SOLAR PHYSICS P I - M . KOCMEN ..............US NAVAL RESEARCH LA6
WASHINGTON. DC
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI = PRINC I PAL INVESTIGATOR* TL=TEAM LEADER Ol - J. EOHLIN ..............US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER) WASHINGTON. DC
PI - C. Dg JAGER ....SPACE RESEARCH LAB 01 - R. HOWARD US NAVAL RESEARCH LA6
UTRECHT* NETHERLANDS WASHINGTON. DC
UTRECHT, NETHERLANDS WASHINGTON, DC
01 - L. 06 FEITEF SPACE RESEARCH LAB EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
UTRECHT, NETHERLANDS THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INCLUDE STUDY OF
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION SCLAR ERUPTIONS AND SHOCK WAVES AS THEY PROPAGATE TMRCUGH THE
THE PRIME OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO STUDY OUTER CORONA, AND STUDY OF THE SOLAR CORONA ITSELF. THE
THE SPECTRAL, AND SPATIAL EVOLUTION OF HARD X-BAY FLARES. THE INSTRUMENT WILL HE A WHITE LIGHT CQRCNAGRAPH USING A SEC
INSTRUMENT WILL CCKSIST OF AN I MAG ING CCLL1 MAT OR i A POSITION VIDI CON PHOTO C ATHODE* IT WILL PROV IDE A FOV RANG ING FROM 2 TO
SENSITIVE DETECTOR SYSTEM, ANC ACCOMPANYING ELECTRONICS. THE 10 SOLAR RADII, WITH A 512 LINE RASTER WHICH COVERS A J20
MECHANICAL COLLIMATOR FORMS A TWO-DIMENSIONAL 1024 IMAGE ARC-MIN TOTAL FIELD. READOUT AT 765 6PS WILL YIELD 1/2 OF A
ELEMENT ARRAY WITH A TOTAL FCV OF 4.2 X 4.3 ARC-MIN FULL RASTER EVERY 20 MIN, WITH A FASTER RATE PC SSI EL E BY
COR RES POND I NG TO A SI NGLE IMAGE ELEMENT FCV OF 8 X 8 ARC —SEC* • I NCR E AS ING THE DATA RATE* TWO POLAR IZERS WILL BE USED TO
THE DETECTOR CONSISTS OF 1024 SEPARATE MINI-PROPCRTIONAL DETERMINE PERCENTAGE POLARIZATION IN THE FOV.
COUNTERS. PULSE HEIGt-T ANALYSIS PERMITS MEASUREMENTS IN FIVE
ENERGY BANDS SIMULTANEOUSLY. THESE ARE CHOSEN IN THE RANGE SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION, KURFESS
3.5—2O KEV, WITH ENERGY RESOLUTION CF 19 PERCENT AT 6 KEV AND
TIME RESOLUTION OF 2 EEC. EXPERIMENT NAME- BROAC RANGE GAMMA-HAY SPECTROMETER
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION, FROST NSSDC ID- SMM -12
EXPERIMENT NAME- HARC X-RAY SPECTRCMETEP LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
NSSOC ID- SMM - 10
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY DISC IPLINE(S)- SOLAR PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PHINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRCNOMY PROGRAMS OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAP MEMBER)
DISCIPLINE^)- SOLAR PHYSICS PI - J. KURFESS ..US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
WASHINGTON, DC
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI = PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. TL=TEA* LEADER OI - W.N. JOHNSON * US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
Ql-OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER) WASHINGTON. DC
PI - K. FROST NASA-GS 01 - R. KINZER .US NAVAL RESEARCH LAE
GREENBE * MD WASHINGTON. DC
01 - B. DENNIS NASA-GS 01 - G. SHAU .*...* US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
GQEENBE . MD WASHINGTON* DC
01 - L. OR* 1C- NASA-GS EXPERIMENT GRIEF DESCRIPTION
GREENBE • MD THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL 6E TO OBSERVE
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION SCLAP FLARE RELATED GAMMA RAY LINES AND ASSOCIATED CONTINUUM
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TC MEASURE. RADIATION. THE DETECTOR CONSISTS OF A SINGLE 30.5 X 12.7 CM
WITH VERY HIGH TEMPORAL RESOLUTION. THE SPECTRUM OF HARD SCLAR SAI .CRYSTAL MOUNTED IN A 30.5 X 5.1 CM CSI SHIELD-LIGHT PIPE
X-RAY FLARES. ThE INSTRUMENT WILL BE AN UPDATED VERSION OF IN A PHOSWICH CONFIGURATION AND SURROUNDED BY A 5.1 CM THICK
THE SUCCESSFUL OSQ-5 HARD X-RAY SPECTROMETER. IT »ILL USE A CSI ANNULUS FOR ADD IT IONAL SHIELDING. PULSE-SHAPE
FLIGHT — SPARE DETECTOR w ITH NEW PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES AND - DISCRIMINATION is USED TO DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN EVENTS
ELECTRONICS. • A it CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT SPECTRUM WILL BE OCCURRING. ONLY IN NAI, ONLY IN csi. OH EVENTS PRODUCING ENERGY
OBTAINED EVEPY O.I SEC OVER THE 20-300 KEV RANGE. THE LOSS IN EACH CRYSTAL. TWO MAJOR ENERGY REGIMES WILL BE
INSTRUMENT WILL VIEW THE FULL SUN. STUDIED. THE 0*25-10 »EV RANGE PROVIDES AN ENERGY RESOLUTION
OF 6 PERCENT FWHM AT 0.661 MEV AND 3.2 PERCENT AT 4.4 MEV.
—————— SOLAR MAXIMU C MISSION. IMHOF — — ———-———-—-— — - — ——— THE 20-150 MEV RANGE PROVIDES A 15 MEV RE 5OLUTICN. TI ME
RESOLUTION is a SEC FOR NORMAL OPERATION AND 0*1 SEC IN THE
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION GAMMA-RAY ECLIC STATE FLARE MCOE.
DETECTOR
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. MACQUEEN
NSSDC ID- SMM -11
EXPERIMENT NAME- WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPH
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CCNOITICNALLY
NSSOC ID- SKM -01
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRCNOMY PROGRAMS LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
DISCIPLINE(S)- SOLAR PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL <P I =PRI NCI PAL INVESTIGATOR* TL = TEAM LEADER CSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
OI-=CTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER) DISC IPLINE ( s>- SOLAR PHYSICS
pi - w. IMHOF ..LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
PALO ALTO. CA EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PR INC I PAL INVESTIGATOR, TL = TEAM LEADER
OI - G. NAKANO LOCKHEED PALO ALTO OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM = TEAM MEMBER)
PALO ALTO. CA P I - R . MACOuEEN ••*.........HIGH ALTITUDE OBS
OI - j. REAGAN 1. LOCKHEED PALC ALTO BOULDER* CD
PALO ALTO. CA OI - M. ALTSCHULER HIGH ALTITUDE OBS
BOULDER, CO
01 - H. SCHMIDT HIGH ALTITUDE OBS
BOULDER. CO
Ol - K.
G! - R.
OI - C-
Ol - L. '
OJ - G.
Ol - R.
oi - •-
SHERIDAN ............ HIGH ALTITUDE OSS
BOULDER. CC
K.QPP ................ HIGH ALTITUDE CBS
BOULDER. CC
QUERFELO ............ UGH ALTITLDE CES
BOULDER. CC
HOUSE ............... UGH ALTITUDE OBS
BOULOEH. CC
CULK ... ..... ...... ..HIGH ALTJTLCE CE£
BOULDER. CO
H4NSEN .............. HIGH ALTITUDE CBS
BCULDER. CC
WAGE ................ HIGH ALTITLDE oes
BOULDER . CC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE JBJECTIVE OP THIS EXPERIMENT to I LL BE TO STUDY SOLAR
ERUPTIONS AND SHCCK WAVES AS THEY PROPAGATE THROUGH ThE CUTER
CORONA. AND TO STUDY THE OUTER SCLAR CCRONA ITSELF. THE
INSTRUMENT is A WHTE-LIGHT CORCNAGRAPH WHICH WILL FPCVIDE A
FQV RANGING F ROM 1.5 TO 1O SQLAR RADII. IT W ILL DI SCR I MI NATE
VARIOUS IMPORTANT EANC-PASS RANGES OF THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM
FROM 4000-7000 A. ecTh THE TRANSIENT AND THE FULL SYNOPTIC
OBSERVING PROGRAMS FRCFQSEC WCULC REQUIRE A i se4 EPS TELEMETRY
RATE. dUT A LESSEE AND STILL USEFUL RATE IS POSSIBLE. A
STOKES POLA^IMETER WILL PERMIT DETAILED CUTER CORONAL MAGNETIC
FIELD STUDIES.
------- SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. NEUPERT ----------------------- -
------- SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. REEVES -----------------------
EXPERIMENT NAME- XUV SPEC TRCHEL IOMETER
NSSCC ID- SMM -05
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS ANQ ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
0 I SC IPL INE ( 5 ) - SOLAR PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
OI BOTHER INVESTIGATOR* TM=TEAM MEMBER!
PI - E. REEVES ........ ...... HARVARD COLLEGE oas
CAMBRIDGE. MA
01 - R. NO YES ..... ..... .....HARVARD COLLEGE 06S
CAMBRIDGE. MA
ci - J.G. TIMOTHY ... ...... ....HARVARD COLLEGE oes
OI - G. WITHBROE
NSSDC ID- SMM
Qss DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINES)- SOLAR PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAK LEADER
GI=CTH£R INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
Pi - M. NEUPERT ............. NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
Ql - R. CHAPMAN .............NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
01 - Y. N A K A G A W A .. . . . . . . . . . . f - f G H A L T I T O C E CES
3OULDER, CO '
Ql - R. THOMAS .............. NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
Oi - D.- RUST ................ A S + C * INC
CAMBRIDGE. MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF D E S C R I P T I O N
THE OBJECTIVE WILL BE TQ ACQUIRE SPECTRCHEL I OGRAMS AND
SPE IN
PLACES. THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE A GRAZING INCIDENCE TELESCOPE
AND SPECTROMETER , WHI CH FRCVIDES SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF E X 5
ARC-SEC. SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF 0.5 A ANC TIME RESOLUTION OF
2O SEC FOR A FCV RASTER SCAN OF 1.5 X 1.5 ARC-MIN IN THE
NORMAL MODE. NUMEROUS RASTER OPTIONS FROM A 1.5 X l.S ARC-MIN
RESOLUTION. ' INCI vi CUAL SPECTRA AS WELL AS SPEC TRCHEL IOGRA MS
CAN BE OBTAINED IN THREE LINES SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE RANGE
$0-040 A.
- ------ SGLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. NOVICK -------------------------
NSSOC ID- SMM -os
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CCNDITI CNALLY
oss DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
CISC IPL INEf S) - SOLAR PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL <PI=PRINCIPAL IN VEST I GATCR. TL=TEA* LEADER
OI=
R. NOVICK ............ ..COLUMBI AU
NEW YORK. NY
H. rtEL AVA .............. CCLUMB IAU
KEW YORK. NY
M. -EISSKCFF ........... COLUMBIA U
NEW YORK . NY
R. WOLFF ............... COLUMBIA U
NEW YORK. NY
Ql - L. WOLTER .............. COLUMBIA U
NEi YORK, NY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS INTENDED TO MEASURE THE POLARIZATION
& ROPER T IES OF HARD X -RAY FLARE E. T H E I N S T R U M g N ' T C C N S l S T S O F A
TWO-AXI ALLY-SYMMETRIC LITHIUM CCMFTON SCATTERING TARGETS
SURROUNDED. RESPECTIVELY, BY TWO CYLINDRICAL PROPORTIONAL
COUNTERS. THE INNER COUNTER HAS A BERYLLIUM WINCCH ON ITS
INNER SURFACE WITH ACECUATE TRANSMISSION TO ALLOW POLARIZATION
MEASUREMENTS OF DOWN TC 5 KEV X-RAYS. THE CLTEP WlNCCW ON ThE
INNER AND THE INNER WINDOW ON THE CUTER COUNTER ARE ALUMINUM
OF 12 KEV TRANSMISSION THICKNESS. ENOUGH TO ELIMINATE A PULSE
flLE-UP PROBLEM. THE FULL RANGE OF THE INSTRUMENT IS 5-100
KEV WITH ENERGY RESOLUTION OF 25 PERCENT AT 5 KEV ANC 10
PERCENT AT 100 KEV. FULL SUN VIEWING (i DEGREE FCV; WITH
TEMPORAL RESOLUTION IN THE RANGE 10-0.1 SEC CEPENDINGGN
OPERATING MODS is FSCVICEC.
....HARVARD COLLEGE DBS
CAMBRIDGE. MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF OE SCRIPT ION
THE OBJECTIVE MILL BE TO ACQUIRE SPECTROHEL IOGRAM5 AND
SPECTRA FORMED IN THE LOH CORONA, IN ACTIVE REGIONS. AND IN
FLARES. THE INSTRUMENT MILL CONSIST OF A GRAZING INCIDENCE
TELESCOPE AND A GRAZING INCIDENCE SPECTROMETER. MITH A
DETECTOR SYSTEM CONSISTING OF 8 CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS
WHICH RECEIVE LIGHT FROM THE GRATING THROUGH TWO MOVEAfiLE EXIT
SLITS. THE DETECTOR ARRAY CAN BE MOVED ON A ROWLAND CIRCLE
INTO THREE PRIMARY Pa's IT IONS. SIMULTANEOUSLY MCNITCfi ING 8
KNOWN XUV LINES AND SEVERAL SECONDARY POSITIONS MONITORING A
LESSER NUMBER. PRIMARY SPECTRAL RANGE is 40-t30 A. AT
SPATIAL RESOLUTION 4 X 4 ARC-SEC AND SPECTRAL RESOLUTION 0.1
A* A 1 X 1 ARC -M IN FOV RASTER SCAN w ILL TAKE 18 SEC IN THE
NORMAL MODE. INDIVIDUAL SPECTRA AT A PCINT CAN ALSC BE TAKEN.
------- SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. TANOBERG-HANSSEN --------------
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION uv SPECTROMETER
N S S O C I O - S M M - 0 4
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
D I SC IPL INE ( S )- SCLAR PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - E. TANDBERG-HANSSEN . . ..NASA-MSFC
HUNTSVlLLE* AL
oi - R.G. ATHAY ... ...... ......HIGH ALTITUDE DBS
BOULDER, co
CI - C.- HYDER ............ ...NASA-GSFC
GHEENBELT, MO
OI - E. BRUNfcR .... ..... .....U OF COLORADO
BOULDER, CO
GREENBELT. MO
01 - J. BECKERS ..... ..... . . .SC ARAMI6NTO PEAK DBS
SUN SPOT, NM
OI - J. BRANDT .............. NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT MILL BE TO OBSERVE
SPECTRAL LINES SPANNING MAINLY THE UPPER CHROMOSPHERE AMD
TRANSITION REGION. THE INSTRUMENT HILL BE A CASSEGRAIN
TELESCOPE TO BOTH INTERNALLY RASTER AND FOCUS LIGHT INTO AN
EBERT SPECTROMETER. AN ARRAY OF PHOT OMUL T IPLERS MILL
SIMULTANEOUSLY OBTAIN 3 SPECTRAL ' L I N6S FROM NUMEROUS SETS IN
THE WAVELENGTH RANGE FROM 1100 A UP TO SOME UPPER LIMIT
BETWEEN 2000 AND ABOUT 2500 A. A POLARIZATION FILTER WHEEL.
LOCATED BEHIND THE ENTRANCE SLIT OF THE SPECTROMETER. MILL
PROVIDE HALF AND GREATER HAVE PLATES TQ SUPPORT MAGNETIC FIELD
STUDIES. STEPPING THE GRATING WILL PROVIDE SPECTRAL SCAN.
OBSERVATIONS OF 3X3 ARC-SEC SPATIAL ELEMENTS AT 0.02-0.03 A
H l T H T I M E RESOLUT I ON OF 0.16 SEC FOR A SPECTRAL L INE SCAN ARE
PROVIDED. WITH RASTER MOOES UP TO 3O X 30 ARC-SEC PLUS ONE OF
1 5 X 1 0 0 0 ARC- SEC. MAGNETIC - FIELDS OF 1OO GAMMA MAY BE
MEASURE ABLE.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SPACELAB-SOLAR
ALTERNATE NAMES-
NSSDC ID- SPL8SOL
LAST REPORTED STATE- A PROPOSED MISSION
LAUNCH DATE- NVA SPACECRAFT WEIGHT-
LAUNCH SITE-
LAUNCH VEHICLE-
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE-
CRBIT PERIOD-
F>£RI APSIS-
INCLINATICN-
APOAPSIE-
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
OISCIPLINE(S)- SOLAR PHYSICS
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL <PM=PRCjECT MANAGER. P£=FROJECT SCIENTIST.
MG=PROGRAM MANAGER. SC=PRCGRAM SCIENTIST) EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PHINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
PS - w. NEUPERT NASA-GSFC OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
GREENBELT, MD TL - L. PETERSON .... U OF CALIF. SAN DIEGC
SC " A.F. TIMOTHY ....NASA HEADCLARTERS LA JOULA. CA
WASHINGTON. DC TM - G. GARMIRE ...CALIF INST OF TECH
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION PASADENA. CA
THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANISATION (ESRO) is TM - R. LIN u OF CALIF. BERKELEY
DEVELOPING SPACELAB* AN ARRAY OF INTERCHANGEABLE COMPONENTS BERKELEY. CA(PRESSURIZED MANNED LABORATORIES. UNPRESSURIZED PLATFORMS. AND TM - Z. SVESTKA ....AS+E. INC
RELATED SUPPORT SYSTEMS) TO BE MOUNTED IN THE SPACE SHUTTLE CAMBRIDGE. MA
PAYL.OAD BAY. THIS PROJECT CONSISTS OF FACIL ITY OEFINITICN TM - H. VAN BEEK SPACE RESEARCH LAB
TEAMS WHICH HILL DEFINE A SET OF GENERAL PURPOSE FACILITIES - UTRECHT. NETHERLANDS(£.<?•• BASIC TELESCOPES AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS) "APPLI CAELE TC A EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BALANCED PROGRAM OF SOLAR PHYSICS. THESE TEAMS. DRAWN FROM THIS FACILITY OEF INITION TEAM WILL STUDY PROBLEMS
THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY WILL hCRK THROUGH A STEERING ASSOCIATED WITH HARD X-RAY (20-100 KEV) CCLLIMATQR FACILITY.
COMMITTEE* AND WILL DEFINE THE INSTRUMENTATION NEEDED ANC THE THIS FACILITY WILL BE CAPABLE OF ARC-SEC RESOLUTION AND WILL
REQUIREMENTS THESE INSTRUMENTS kILL .PLACE CN THE SPACELAB. ALLOW VARIOUS INSTRUMENTS (E.G.. SPECTROMETERS AND
, POLARIHETERS) TO BE MOUNTED BEHIND IT.
. SPACELAB-SCL>R. ACTON
SPACELAB-SOLAR. WITHBROE ;
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR EUV-XUV-SOFT X-RAY TELESCOPE
NSSDC ID- SPLBSOL-04 DEFINITION TEAM
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY NSSDC ID- SPLBSOL-02
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISCIPLINE!S)- SOLAR PHYSICS
OSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER DISCIPLINE^)- SOLAR PHYSICS
OI=CTHEH INVESTIGATOR. TM=TEAM MEMBER)
TL - L. ACTON LCCKHEED P A L C ALTO EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL <PI=PHINC I PAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAM LEADER
PALO ALTO. CA OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TN=TEAM MEMBER)
TM - C. WDLFSCN - LCCKHEEC PALC ALTO TL - G. WlTHBROE ..HARVARD COLLEGE OSS
PALO ALTO. CA CAMBRIDGE. MA
TM - R.S. WHITE U CF CALIF, RIVERSIDE T V - J .G. TIMOTHY HARVARD COLLEGE OBS
RIVERSIDE. CA CAMBRIDGE. MA
TM - E* CHUPP U CF NEW HAMPSHIRE TM - W. BEHRING ....NASA-GSFC
DURHAM, NH GREENBELT. MD
TM - R. MAC CUE EN ............hIGH ALT I T L C E O B S T M - W . NEUPERT .............NASA-GSFC
BOULDER. CO GREENBELT. MD
TM - J* BECKERS SACRAMENTC PEAK OSS TM - G. ERUECKNER ........... US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
• SUNSPOT* NM WASHINGTON. DC
TM - R. BLAKE |_CS ALAMOS EC I LAS TM - A. GABRIEL APPLET ON LAB
LOS ALAMOS. NM SLOUGH BUCKS. ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION TM - A. KRIEGER AS + E. INC
THIS FACILITY DEFINITION TEAM (FOT) HILL STUDY PRC8LEMS CAMBRIDGE. MA
ASSOCIATED WITH GUICK -REACT ION OR SPEC IAL PLRPCSE TM - A.B.C.WALKER ..............STANFORD U
INSTRUMENTATION THAT IS NOT EXPENSIVE* NCR OF GENERAL ENOUGH STANFORD. CA
APPLICATION TO EE CONSIDERED AN INDEPENDENT FACILITY. EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INCLUDED IN THIS TYPE OF INSTRUMENTATION ARE SOLAR GAMMA RAY THIS FACILITY OEFINITION TEAM WILL STUDY PROBLEMS
AND SOLAR NEUTRON DETECTORS AND A CORCNAGRAPH. A STANDARD ASSOCIATED WITH EUV. X RAY-ULTRAVIOLET (XUV). AND SOFT X-RAY
INTERFACE WILL BE DEFINED WHICH WILL ALLOW THE LOW-CCST FLIGHT FACILITIES OPERATING BETWEEN 4 A AND 1200 A. IT WILL CONSIDER
OF EXISTING SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS AND CF EXISTING AND NEW 5CTH NORMAL INCIDENCE AND GRAZING INCIDENCE OPTICS AND BOTH
SOUNDING ROCKET CLASS PAYLOADS. GRATING AND CRYSTAL SPECTROMETERS.
SPACELAB-SCLAR* DUNN
EXPERIMENT NAME- ONE METER SOLAR TELESCOPE FACILITY
NSSDC ID- SPLBSOL-01
LAST REPORTED STATE- APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
QSS DIVISION- PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS
DISC IPLINE( S ) — SOLARPHYSICS - '•
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL CP I=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL = TEAM LEADER
Ol=CTHER INVESTIGATOR. TH=TEAM MEMBER).
TL - «• DUNN SACRAMENTC PEAK CBS
SUNSPOT. NM
TM - R- FISHER SACRAMENTC PEAK CBS
SUNSPOT, NM
TM - P. LEMAIRE CNRS-UPSP
VERRIERES LE BUISSON* FRANCE
TM - R. SMITHSCN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
PALO ALTO. CA
TM - J. HARVEY KITT PEAK NAT|_ CBS
TUCSON. A2
TM - R> MILKEY ...KITT PEAK NATL CBS
TUCSON. AZ
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS FACILITY DEFINITION TEAM WILL STUDY PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH A 1-METER. CIFFRACTICN-LIMI TED SOLAR TELESCCPE
FACILITY.
—-~ SPACELAB-SCLAR» PETERSON
EXPERIMENT NAME- S C L A P HARD X - R A Y FACIL ITY DEFINITION
TEAM
NSSDC ID- SPLBSOL-03
3, INDEX OF SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
This index sorts all spacecraft and experiment names described in
section 2 of this supplement and the December 1974 report. Spacecraft
are listed alphabetically by common and alternate names. Alternate
names are printed with a reference to the NSSDC spacecraft common name.
Next to the common name are printed the sponsoring country and agency,
launch date, orbit type, NSSDC ID code, and status.
For launched spacecraft, the epoch date, status, and spacecraft
or experiment data rate are listed under the CURRENT STATE heading.
Unlaunched spacecraft are designated either PROPOSED or APPROVED;
each of their experiments is designated APPROVED or APPROVED CONDI-
TIONALLY. Current state values for launched spacecraft and experiments
became effective on the date shown in the EPOCH date column and are
current as of March 31, 1975. Appendix A of the December 1974 report
contains explanations of the terms used in these columns.
Experiments are listed following the associated spacecraft common
name and are ordered alphabetically by the principal investigator's (PI)
or team leader's (TL) last name. The experiment name, NSSDC ID code,
and the experiment status are also given for each experiment. Finally,
each name is followed by a page number referencing the spacecraft or
experiment description in the December 1974 report (pages 5-99) or in
this supplement (pages 1005-1016).
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*
« SP
ACM
AD-A
AO-C
AE-C
AE-O
AE-i
AEBOS 2
ALOUETT
«P3 INC. INVEST .N
J A C C H I A
KEiTING
dARTH
BRACE
9F INTON
CHAK°U3N
DOE RING
HANSON
H A Y S
HE4TH
riOFFMAN
HOFFMAN
N I = 3
* ICE
3 A R T H
BSACE
H A Y S
HINTE^L'GG^H
HUFFMAN
HO=FMAN
MIE-*
P£LZ
= ICE
dP ACE
a* I NT ON
CHAMPION
3O£5ING
HANS3N
H A Y S
Nl iR
P"LZ
RI Ct
<5AN>OWSKY
SCHMIDTKE
E 2
dKACE
H A R T Z
MCDI A^M ID
*HI TTE<=c
ALOuETTE-e
ALPO
ALSEP 12
LAUNCH
•iME E X P E P I M £ K T N A M E
SE= DADE-A
StIE DAOE-B
N Q N S Y S T f c M A T I C CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY
UNI 7ZD S T A T E S NASA -CSS 12/16/73 C-EOCENTfilC
ULTRAVIOLET MTOIC-OXIDE EXPERIMENT
BENNETT ICN-MASS SPECTRCMfcTER
PHQTCELECTRaN SPrCTKOfE TEP
COL A « c UV SPECTROPHQTOM ETPR
CPHN SOUSCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER
CONCENTRATION
UNI TED S T A T r S NASA -OSS SEPT. 75 GEOCENTRIC
ATMOSPHERIC D R A G
I TN rEf-IFf KA TUPE
AIPGLJV PHOTOMETER
5CL A^ EUV SPECTPCPHOTCMETE9
ICN C O M P O S I T I O N AND CONCENTRATION
CLCSEO SOUSCE NEUTRAL MASS SPcCT^OMETER
CCLC CATHGDE ION GAUGE
C JNC=NTRAT ICN
USITID S T A T E S N A S A - C S S SEPT. 75 C^OCENTRIC
ATMOSPHERIC D K A G
OHOT?=LECTRGN SPECTROMETER
OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL M A S S SPECTROMETER
UM TTO S T A T E S NASA-JSS
CLUX AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF SCLAR
EXP=RI M£NT
ELECTRONS
SEE A E C C S 2
UNIT=C STATES NAEA-CSS
CYLINDPICAL ELECTRGSTAT ic PROSE
CCSVIC RADIO NC/SE
= NEPGETIC PARTICLE OETECTCP.S
S»£5P FFEOUENCY SOUNDER
SEE ALCLETTE 2
*
73-10 1A-1 1
73-101 A-O3
73-10 1 A-14
73-101A-05
73-101 A-O7
73-101 A-16
AE-D
AE-D -11
AE-O -01
AE-O -02
AE-D -03
Ac-D -O4
AE-D -13
AE-D -06
AE-O -10
AE-D -12
AE-D -07
AE-O -08
AE-D -14
AE-O -rlS
AE-D -09
AE-E
AE-E -01
AE-E -10
AE-E -02
AE-E -03
AE-E -04
AE-E -11
AE-E -OS
AE-E -06
AE-E -07
AE-E -os
AE-E -12
AE-E -13
AE-E -09
74-055A-05
65-098A-05
65-09SA-O3
65-096A-O4
65-098A-01
CURRENT STATE-
MMDDYY
12/ 6/73 NORMAL
1 2/ 6/73 NCRMAL
1 2/ 6/73 NORMAL
1 2/ 6/73 NORMAL
12/ 6/73 NORMAL
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
O8/06/74 NORMAL
03/01/73 NORMAL
03/01/73 NORMAL
03/03/73 NORMAL
03/01/73 NORMAL
RATE
SUBS
SUBS
SUSS
STO
STD
STD
STD
STD
STD
STD
STD
STD
STO
SUBS
SUBS
SUBS
SUSS
SUSS
SUSS
SUBS
SUSS
SUSS
suss
suss
NO.
1005
1005
1005
1005
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
a
a
8
a
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
11
1 1
1 1
12
12
12
13
1 3
13
13
14
1 4
14
14
14
15
15
15
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
16
IS
18
19
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*
ALSEP 15
ALSEP 16
ALSEP 17
AMPS
ANS
3RI NKMAN
GUfiSKV
VANOL"NEN
APOLLO 1 1 LM
APOLLO 11 LM/EASEP
ALLEY
FrtEiMAN
SNYDc1*
APOLLO l2C
APOLLO 14 l-M/ALSEP
FALLEK
FREEMAN
JOHNSON
K0VACH
LATH4M
Q « a R IEN
APOLLO t*C
BATES
FAULER
FREEMAN
JOHNSON
LANGSETH
LATHAM
APOLLO 15C
APOLLO 16 UM/ALSEP
D*AL
KO^ACH
L A T H A M
APOLLO (£C
APOLLO 17 UM/ALSEP
BEJPG
K0VACH
LANGSETH
W £0=R
APOLLO 1?C
ATS 5
DEROSA
MCI t -WAIN
MCILWAIN
MOZER
SHARP
SC*G IURA
ATS 6
C0LEMAN. JB.
DAVIES
FBITZ
HASLEY
MC ILWAIN
PAULIKAS
WINCKLER
LAUNCH
UNITED S T A T E S NASA -OSS STUDY GEOCENTRIC
NETHERLANDS NIVfi 06/30/74 GEOCENTRIC
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
LOW-ENERGY X - R A Y EXPERIMENT
HIGH ANGULAR AND SPECTRAL RESOLUTICN
CBSERVATIONS OF COSMIC X - R A Y SOURCES
uv TELESCOPE
LASER HANGING SETRCPEFL ECT Cfi
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS
SUPRATHER^AL ICK DETECTCR
P A S S I V E SEI SMIC
SCLAa *IND SPECTROMETER
SEE APOLLC 12 LM/ALSEP
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS
LASER RANGING RETROPEFLECTOfi
SUPRATHER^AL ION DETECTCR
COLO CATHODE ION GAUGE EXPERIMENT
ACT IVE SEI SMIC
PASSIVE SEI SM 1C
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
LUNAR DUST DETECTOR
LASER RANGING RE TRCREFL ECTOR
COLD CA'THGDE ION GAUGE EXPERIMENT
PASSIVE SEISMIC
UNITED S T A T E S N A S A - C S S
LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETONS TcP
PASSIVE SEI SMIC
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT
HEAT FLOW
LUNAR SURFACE GRAVIMETER
SEE ANS
SEE AE-C
SEE AF-D
SEE AE-E
RADIO BEACON
DETECTCR
BIDIRECTIONAL LOfc-ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR
TRI -DIRECTIONAL MEDIUM-ENERGY P A R T I C L E
DETECTOR
MAGNETIC FIELC MCNITOR
MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT
RADIO BEACON
MEASUREMENT OF LCW-ENEKGY PROTONS
SCLAR COSMIC R A Y S AND GEOMAGNET I CALL Y
AUPGRAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT
OMNI DIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER
»
*
*
*
AMPS
6S-055C-04
71-OC8C-09
71-008C-06
69-069A-04
69-069A-05
74-039A-09
74-039A-01
74-039A-06
74-039A-05
74-039A-04
CURRENT STATE-
=POCH STATUS
MMODYY
PROPOSED
07/20/6S
1 1/19/6S
02/05/7 1
03/29/72
03/10/75
03/10/75
10/01/74
06/10/74
06/14/74
06/ 15/74
06/14/74
NORMAL
NCRMAL
NORMAL
PART AL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
D A T A
RATE
SUSS
STO
STD
SUBS
STD
sues
STD
SUBS
SUBS
SUSS
SUBS
SUBS
STD
STO
SUBS
SUBS
STD
STD
STD
STD
SUBS
SUBS
STD
SUBS
SUBS
SUBS
SUBS
SUBS
SUBS
STO
STD
STO
STD
STD
PAGE
NO*
19
19
19
20
1006
1 006
20
20
20
20
1006
1006
21
21
21
21
21
1006
22
1007
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
24
24
2*
24
1007
1007
1007
1007
1007
1 003
1008
1 003
1009
1 009
1009
1009
HYNAMICS OF THE CUTER TRAPPI N<i REG ION
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LAUNCH
DATE OR3IT TYPE
EXPE«IMENT NAME
CURRENT STATE
EPOCH
MMODYY
DATA PAGE
RATE NO.
ATS-E
ATS-F
SEE ATS 5
SE = ATS 6
SEE LUNAP F
SEE LUNAP F
SEE OAC 2
SEE OADE-A
5E= DAOE-E
COPE-5NI CliS
OAO
DAD
DAOE-A UNITED STATES NASA-CSS NOV. 75 GEOCENTRIC
KEATING ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DENSITY
SPECTSCMETEK
OADE-B UNITED STATES NASA-OSS NOV. 75 GEOCENTRIC
KE» TI NO ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DENS IT t
DAUGHTER SEE ISEE-E
OUAL AIR DENSITY EX^L-A SEE OADE-A
OUAL AIR DENSITY EXPL-B SEC DADE-C
EGScT UMTF.D STATES NASA-CSS 00/00/79 GEOCENTRIC
ELECTFiQDYNAMi CS ExFLC^.^'- UNITED STATES NASA-CSS 00/00/75
ixPLU«E" 19 SEE AC-A
£XPL'JnE9 39 SEE AD-C
EXPLORER 4ft SEE SCLPAO 10
EXPLO'^i£« t.7 S E E I M P - H
= XPLDPER **g SEE RAE-E
EXPLORER so S E E I M P - J
EXPLJKE5 51 SEE AE-C
EXPLCR=R 5a SEE H A * K E Y E i
G A M M A - K A Y E X P L O R E - SEE E G R E T
GP-A UNITED S T A T E S NASA-CSS 1S75 GEOCENTRIC
VE5SQT GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL AS A FUNCTION
3C TIME
GNAV I TATI CNAL «ECS«-irT o SEE GP-A
G3AVR-A SEE GP-A
H A w K E Y E l UNITED STATES NASA-CSS 06/03/74 GEOCENTR1C
FPAN< LC*-£NEPGYPFCTCNSAND ELECTRONS
VAN ALL£N T C I A X I A L FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
MEAO-A UNITED S T A T E S N A S A - C S S 1 M A L F 7 7 CEOCENTPIC
LARGE A R E A CCSMIC K-RAY SURVEY
GUK SKY
PETEPSQN
DADE-A
DADE-A -01
OADE-B
OADE-B -01
OAOE-B -02
EGRET
EE
GRAVH-A
GRAVR-A-01
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
PROPOSED
PROPOSED
1009
1010
APPROVED
LCVi-ENE.R
SURVEY
74-0*OA 06/03/74 NORMAL
74-040A-03 06/03/74 NORMAL
HEAQ-A -Ol APPROVED
MEAO-A -03 APPROVED
HEAQ-A -O4 APPROVED
STO
STD
27
27
27
26
O I ACCON !
GI ACCONI
JACOSSON
KDCH
HEL IOC=NTKIC
H=L 1U3-A
FSChTIG
GURNFTT
is. £ P ^ L E =?
<UND7
K-UN'J*
OMI TED S T A T E S NASA-CSS 2 M A L F 7 8 CEIOCENTRIC
SCLID-STATE X - R A Y DETECTCP
HIGH RESOLUTICN IMAGER
IVfiGltiG P3OPCPTICNAL. COUNTER
UNITED S T A T E S N A S A - C S S 2HALF 79 CECCENTR1C
HEAVY NUCLEI I EXPERIMENT
GAMMA-RAY LINE SPECTROMETER
ISQTCPIC COMPOSITION CF COSMIC RAYS
SEE ISEE-C
HEAO-6
HEAO-B -05
APPROVED
Fe.D ^EP CF GER
UNITED STATES
MICPCMETEO
BMWF 12/10
NASA-CSS
RADIO FCEQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELDS IN SOLAR
QLASMA
ENERGETIC ^ECT.^CN DETECTCP
C E L E S T I A L VECHAMCS
HEAQ-8 -01 APPROVED
HEAO-6 -02 APPROVED
HEAO-8 -O4 APPROVED
HEAO-C
HEAO-C -O3
HEAO-C -Ol
HEAO-C -O4
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
STD
STD
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
29
'30
1010
31
31
31
1021
**
LE1NEP.T
NESS
NEUBAUER
NEUBAUER
PO5EN3AUER
TRA INQR
HELIOS-B
FECHTIG
GUCNETT
KUNDT
KUNOW
LEINERT
NESS
NEUBAUER
NEUBAUER
ROSENBAUER
TRA INOR
IME-D
IME-H
IME-M
IMP 7
IMP 3
IMP-H
BAME
CLINE
FRANK
GLOECKLER
KRIMIGIS
MCDONALD
OGILVIE
SCARF
SI MPSON
STONE
W I L L I A M S
IMP-J
AGGSCN
tJAME
SRI OGE
FRANK
GLOECKLER
GURNETT
KF.IMIGIS
MCDONALD
NESS
SI MPSON
STONE
WILLI AMS
IMP-K
IMP-K PRIME
INJUN-F
INTA SATELLITE
1NTASAT
SAG-EDO
ISEE-A
ANDERSON
BAME
FRANK
GURNETT
HARVEY
HELL I WELL
HEPPNE3
LAUNCH
COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE
AM.E EXPERIMENT NAME
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FC« AVERAGE FIELDS
FLUCTUATIONS
PLASMA DETECTCP5
GALACTIC AND SCLAR COSMIC S A Y S
FED REP OF GERMANY BM*F JAN. 76 HELIOCENTRIC
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS
MICRCMETEOPOIC CETECTCR ANC ANALYZER
R A D I C FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELDS IN SOLAR
PLASMA
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FCC A V E R A G E FIELDS
PLUCTUAT IONS
PLASMA OETECTCRS
SEE 1SEE-B
SEE ISE=-C
SEE ISEE-A
SEE IMP-h
SEE IMP-J
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS 05/23/72 GEOCENTRIC
MEASUREMENT CF SOLAR PLASMA
STUDY OF C O S M I C - R A Y , SO LAP* AND
ELECTRONS
0.1 TQ 2 MEV
^«"i«6'!ixp™TTION
ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN ANC HELIUM
ISOTOPES
MEASUREMENT CF SOLAR PLASMA
MEASUREMENT CF LCW-ENERGY PRQTCNS AND
ELECTRONS
SCLIC-STATE D E T E C T O R S
EXPERI MENT
MAGNETIC FIELC EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENTS
ELECTRONS ANC HYCRCGEN ANC HELIUM
ISOTOPES
SEE ISEE-A
SEE ISEE-6
SEE H A t o K E Y E 1
SEE IUE
SEE 1 N T A S A T
UNITED S T A T E S NASA-OSS
IONOSPHERIC 6EACCN
INTERNATIONAL ESCQ
HCT PLASMA
1O-HZ TC 10-KHZ HGNETIC AND 10-MZ TO
200-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD T R I A X I A L PROBES
VLF V » A V E INJECTION
DC ELECTRIC FIELDS
*a
HELIO-B
H5LIO-B-12
HELIO-B-l 3
HELIO-B-10
HELIO-6-1 1
HELIO-B-01
HELIO-9-08
T2-073A-02
73-078A-OB
73-078A-01
74-08SC
MOTHER
MOTHER -10
MOTHER -07
MCTHER -08
MOTHER -13
MOTHER -1 1
CURRENT STATE
MMODW R A T E
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
1 2/03/74 NORMAL STD
APPROVED
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
NO.
31
31
32
1010
32
1011
33
33
33
33
33
34
34
34
34
35
35
35
36
37
37
37
38
36
38
3d
39
39
40
40
40
4 1
41
1022
SPACEXP-*T NAME
HOVESfADT
RUSSELL
SIMPSON
« ILLI A.M?
FRAN*
G US N -I r T
MASVFV
P AS C MM ANN
KUSS^LL
ISFE-C
bAME
H- CKMftM
M'JVESI *[>T
G M I T M
v JN KSSFNV INO
* ILCCX
BA^fi IMG TON
HA.^Ti
MCD I A^MIC
5A3R ! NOT ON
C AL VCIJT-
r 3RSYTH
MA- TZ
MQFFW1N
HCOI t5MID
«IHIT7 = K^ =
1SIS-A
I SIS-6
151 5- x
LEM It
LEM I 7
DC TG 12-MZ ELECTRIC FIELD PRCEc
IO-KEV ELECTPCN SPECTSCKETEP
V f t G K E T I C FIELDS
INTERNATIONAL ES=C
HCT P L A S M A
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTCNS
M A G N E T I C FIFLCS
MAGNETIC FI=LOS
UMT-C S T A T E S N A S A - C S S
VLF CECE IVE?
C Y L I N D R I C A L E L E C T R O S T A T I C FRCEE
D
 AD I 0 UCACON
CCSMIC RADIO KCISE
UNITED S T A T f S NASA-CSS
VLF 5ECE IVF.R
CVLINDRICAL ^ L E C T S C S T A T 1C PRCBE
r?AD 1C BEACON
S C - T - P f t = T i C L E SPECTROMETER
3E= ISIS 1
SE= I5IS 2
SEE ALCLETTE 2
INTERNATIONAL ESKC
UMT = C KIN30CX S^C
SOECTSCC3.PM ""AOE
St= APCLLC 12 L*V*LSEF
SEE APCLLC 15 L^ /ALSEP
•
*
MOTHER -os
MCTHEP -O4
MOTHER -14
MOTHER -O9
DAUGHTR-OB
DAUGHTR-0 1
HELOCTR
H6LOCTR-08
HELOCTR-O5
HELOCTR-O*
69-009A-1O
MMDDYY ' RATE
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDI TIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDI T ON ALLY
01/3O/70 NORMAL SUBS
NO.
41
4 1
41
42
42
43
44
44
ui
 
m
 m
 m
 m
 «
 
<o
46
47
48
48
48
49
50
O
 O
 O
 O
 
-
 
-
n
 m
 in
 m
 tn
 if
51
51
51
52
UNI T£0 STATES NA£A-CSS 00/OO/8O GEOCENTRIC LST
LPO-D
PROPOSED
PROPOSED
1023
** SPAC-CPA. T NAM_
*
MARINER 10
BRIDGE
8ROADFQOT
HOWARD
MURRAY
NcSS
SIMPSON
MARINER 73
MARINER 77A
MARINER 776-
BRIDGE
BROADFOOT
ESHLEMAN
MANEL
KRIMIGIS
SCARF
SMI TH
VCGT
rf AP * I CK.
BR IOGE
BROAO^OCT
ESHLEMAN
H ANEL
NcSS
SMITH
MDTHER
OAO 3
30YD
OAO-C
HENIZE
OSO 5
aOYD
NEY
OSO-EYE
OSO-F
OSO-I
ACTON
BONNET
KRAUSHAAR
NOVICK
WELLER. JR .
OUTER PLANETS A
OUTER PLANETS B
LAUNCH
C-UNT Y AND AG.NCY DATE C"3IT TYPe
= EXPERIMENT NAME
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS 11/03/73 VENUS FLYBY
EUV SPECTQOSCC-PY
FLUXGATE MAGNETCMETERS
ENERGETIC PARTICLES
SEE MARINER 10
SEE MJS 77A
SEE MJS 77B
PLASMA
RADIO SCIENCE TEAK
TELESCCPE
220O-7300 A
PLASMA hAVE
PLASMA
PADIO SCIENCE TEAM
TELESCCPE
2200-7300 A
TV IMAGING
SEE ISEE-A
STELLAR PHOTCfETRY
SEE OAC 3
INSTRUMENT DEFIMTICN TEA*
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS 0 1/22/69 GEOCENTR 1C
ZODIACAL LIGHT PCNITGK
SEE OSC-I
SEE OSO 5
MAPPING X-PAY HEL10METEP -^
CHROMOSPHERE FINE STRUCTURE STUDY eji^ l^
MEASUREMENTS *i£»^  0^'
SCFT X-RAY 3ACKG5CUNO RADIATION v
INVESTIGAT | ON
HIGh-S=NSITI VITY GRAPHITE CRYSTAL
EUV FROM EARTH AND SPACE
SEE MJS 77A
SEE MJE 775
*
*
*
73-085A
73-06SA-03
73-08SA-07
MARN77A-06
MARN77A-08
MARN77B-06
,
OMUVTEL
OSO-
oso- -o«
OSO- -02
OSO-I -05
OSO-I -03
OSO-I -08
CURRENT STATE
MMDDYY RATE
1 1/03/73 NORMAL STD
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
PROPOSED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
NO.
53
53
54
54
55
55
55
55
55
56
56
57
57
57
53
56
58
59
59
60
1011
1011
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
1024
SPACECRAFT NAME
PIONEER 6
bf-'IOGE
FAN
PIuNEER 7
SlMPSJN
•OLrrl
OE.SG
MCC^ACK^N
NF5S
*n"=
BE,G
MCCRACKEN
SCARF
SONcTT
-CLFE
ANDEPS--"1
F ILL: us
JUOGE
* I NAP &
MC93NALC
S I V P S ON
S.M I 7H
VAN ILL^N
ANDERSON
FILL IUS
GtH^-LS
JUDGE
<INARD
MCO-JNALD
MUNCH
NrSS
SIMPSON
S^ITH
PIONEF3 VENUS 1976
PIONEER VENUS OP8ITE?
CfiDF-
OQNAHU-
EVANS
MCGILL
NAGY
N I = M A NN
TAYLOR. JC .
«OLF_
bAuE-
CGS-IC-^AY TELESCOPE
COSMIC DUST OETECTCR
CCSMIC CUST CETECTOK
TRIAXIAL MAGNETCVETEK
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZE?
U
 -
D
 - "
S
 c A
 S J
~
S u !
JUPITERS CLCLC COVER
M=T£CROID DETECTCKS
CCSVIC-RAY SPECTRA
MAGNETIC FIELDS
H IGH RE SOLUT I CN PHOTQ- I PAGING CF
ULT3AVICLET FhGTCMETRY
S-3AND OCCULTATICN
INCRAREC RAD ic METER
J3VIAN MAGNETIC FIELC
MAGNETIC FIELDS
SEE PICNEER VENLS PfiCSE 6US
UN'ITEC STATES NASA -CSS MAY 1978 VENUSCENTRIC
RADIO SCIENCE TEAM
= £T A^Ol NG POTENT I AL ANALYZER
ELECTSIC FIELC CET£CTOfi
PA=TICIPATING ThcCRIST SCHUBERT
EXPEHI MENT
*
6E-105A-03
67-1 22A-04
68-100A-O1
68-10OA-O2
72-01 2A-05
72-012A-12
72-0 12A-02
72-012*-!!
73-OI9A-09
PIC76OR
P10780R-03
PI0780Rr05
PIO78OR-OS
PIO78OR-O9
PIO78OR-10
PI078OR-1 1
PI0780R-12
PI078OR-1 3
PIO78OR-1 4
PIO7BO3-1 5
PIO780R-17
PI0780R-18
PIQ78PA-08
MMDDYY
1 2/03/74 NORMAL
O1/25/71 NORMAL
1 2/03/74 NORMAL
03/03/72 NORMAL
O3/03/72 NORMAL
04/06/73 NORMAL
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
• APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
RATE
SUBS
SUBS
SUBS
SUBS
SUSS
SUBS
SUSS
suss
suss
STD
STD
STD
STD
STO
STD
SUBS
STD
STD
NO.
64
65
65
66
67
67
69
69
69
70
71
71
71
72
72
72
73
73
73
1012
74
74
75
75
75
76
76
76
77
77
77
77
77
77
78
78
78
78
78
79
79
79
79
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SPACECRAFT NAME
• PR INC.INVEST.NAME
COUNTRY AND AGENCY
EXPERIMENT NAME
LAUNCH
DATE ORBIT TYPE
------- CURRENT STATE ------
RATE NO.
DONAHUE
GOODY
HUNTEN
PETTENGILL
PETTENGILL
POLLACK
SPENCEP
TAYLOR. JR.
VCN ZAHN
P A R T I C I P A T I N G THEORIST CGCCY
R A D I C SCIENCE TEAM
PIONEER VENUS PROBE L=G UNITED STATES
30ESE
HOFFMAN
KNOLLENBERG
OYAMA
PETTENGILL
NEUTRAL PART ICLE MASS SPECTROfETER
CLOUD PARTICLE SIZE SFECTKOMETEP
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LCNG- E ASEL I NE
PIO78PA-1O APPROVED
PIO78PA-11 APPROVED
PIO78PA-06 APPROVED
P I 07 SPA -07 APPROVED
PIO78PA-12 APPROVED
PIO78PS-05 APPROVED
PIO7SPE-06 APPROVED
PIO78PB-03 APPROVED
PI078PE-04 APPROVED
P1078PE-05 APPROVED
81
82
RAGENT
ATMOSPHERE
PETTENGILL
RAGENT
SEIFF
SUOMI
TED STATES NASA-CSS AU
DIFFERENTIAL VEPY-LCNG-EASEL INE
INTERFERCMETRIC TRACKING
CLOUD EXTENT. STRUCTURE. AND
DISTRIBUTION
ATMCSPHEPE STRUCTURE
INFRAREO PACICKETEF
APPROVED
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SW2 UNITED S T A T E S N A S A - C S E AU
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LCNG-EASELINE
INTERFERCMETPIC TRACKING
PETTENGILL
9AGENT
SE:FF
5UOMI
DISTRIBUTION
A TMC SPHERE STRUCTURE
PIO78PC-03 APPROVED
PI078PC-01 APPROVED
PIO78PD-02 APPROVED
PIO78PD-01 APPROVED
APPROVED
PcTTENGILL
RAGENT
SEIFF
SUQMI
PIONEER-A
PIONEER-F
PIONEER-G
SADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER
A£-e
STONE
STONE
STONE
RELATIVITY
(3OV2R 15
ROVER 16
POVER 17
S 6C
S 27B
SAN MARCO «
NEWTON
SPENCF.R
SAN MARCO C-2
SAS-C
CLARK
CLARK
CLARK
DIFFERENTIAL VFPY-LCNG-EASELlNc
INTERFESDMETRIC TRACKING
CLCUD EXTENT. STRUCTURE. ANC
DISTRIBUTION
INFRARED RADIOMETER
SEE PICNEER 6
SEE PICNEEF 7
SEE PICNEEF 8
SEE PICNEEF S
SEE 'PICNEEF 10
SEE PICNEEF 11
SEE RAE-E
UNITED STATES NASA-CS5 06
RAP ID-BURST RECEIVERS
CAPACITANCE FRCEc
PIO78PE-03 APPROVED
SEE AE-C
SEE AE-C
SEE AE-E
SEE ALCLETTE 2
UNITED STATES
ITALY
NEUTRAL AT
NA5A-CSS
CRA
0 2/1fi/74 GEOCENT RIC
UNI TEC STATES NASA-CSS MAY 1575 GEOCENTRIC
ANALYSIS OF EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES
ANALYSIS OF GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES
CONTINUOUS X-RAY FLUCTUATION MOMTCR CF
SCCRPIC X- l
X - R A Y A B S G P P T I C N C C N T O U R S O c THE G A L A X Y
73-039A-03 06/10X73 NORMAL
74-OOSA-03 02/18/74 NORMAL
SAS-C APPROVED
SAS-C -01 APPROVED
SAS-C -02 APPROVED
SUBS 1012
STD 1013
87
87
87
1026
S P A C E C R A F T NAM*
• PR INC . INV'ST .
SAS-O
SE-C
SMM
S CL A 3 EX»LCPSR-C
SOLAP MAXIMUM MISSION
3ONNET
CHUPP
DE JAGC?
FMOST
[MriOF
iCCCMEN
KURFESS
MACCU-EN
NEUPERT
NiDV 1C*
R£= V=S
SQL!- AD) 10
SJLRAC-C
SPACE SnuTTLl
SPAC2L.AU
SPACE^Aa-S lLA3
ACTON
DUNN
w I TM5=O£
5TP PKQBE
TO 1
TO IA
C£ JAGE =
*A M PERM AN
LAdtY^ I t 1
L A 6 c Y = 1^
MJNF ILS
3CCHI AL INI
UK 5
JOYD
3CYD
LXL iOT
HOLT
PJUNDS
POUNDS
UMT£O KINGOCM 5
ANDERSON
31 £MANN
MA« GR AVtS
Hu JS
K.LE IN
M IChi'L . Jr.,
MUTCH
NI = R
N IZ*
SH.1RTH1LL
TCJLM1N, ?flD
VIK.INQ-A OSB!T£^
CASft
FAHM==
<I=FF^S
NA«£ EXPERIMENT NAME
SEE IUE
SEE S C L C A C 10
SEE SCLBAD 10
OETECTCN
3^CAO RANGE G A K f A - K A Y SPEC T KC MET EP
UNITED S T A T E S OCO-KAVY
SE5 SCIPAC I 0
UMT = D S T A T E S N A E A - C M S F
UNITED S T A T E S N A S A - C E S N /A
CKE VETE= SOLAR TELESCOPE F A C I L I T Y
OtFIMTICN T E A M
T = A M
D'l* IM T ICN T E A M
SEE ISEE-C
SEE TD 1A
INTF3NATIONAL ESCC 03/12/72 GEOCENTRIC
PAPTICLES
S7tLL»a UV R A D I A T I O N EXPERIMENT
ENERGY «AKG£
UN IT TO KINGDOM SRC 10/15/74 GEOCENTRIC
UNITED S T A T E S NASA-OSS
POTATICN C O L L I M A T Q P
2- TO i O-KEV SKY SURVEY
SEE LK £
SEISfOLCGY
MAGNETIC FSOPcRTIES
RADIO SCIENCE
FACSIMILE C A M E R A
ENTRY-ATMOSPt-ER 1C STRUCTURE
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATION
X - S A Y FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER
CFBI TER IMAGING
*
*
*
SMM
SMM -12
SMM -O1
SMM -06
SHUTTLE
SPACLAB
SPLBSOL
SPLBSOL-01
SPL8SQL-03
72-014A-02
72-014A-07
V KG-AL
V KG-AL-04
V KG-AL-1O
V KG-AL-07
V KG-AL-O6
V KG-AL-O2
V KG-AL-12
V KG-AL-01
V KG-AL-13
V KG-A
V KG-A -01
VIKG-A -03
VI KG-A -O2
MMOOYY RATE
APPROVED CONDIT ION ALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED
APPROVED
PROPOSED
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
APPROVED CONDITIONALLY
02/14/73 NORMAL SUBS
02/14/73 NORMAL SUSS
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
PAGE
NO.
1O13
1 013
1014
1015
1015
88
89
89
89
1015
1016
1016
1016
90
90
91
91
91
91
9t
92
92
92
92
92
93
93
9J
93
93
94
94
94
94
95
95
95
93
95
96
1027
SPACECRAFT NAME
•PR INC. INVEST.NAME
COUNTRY ANC AGENCY
EXPERIMENT NAPE
LAUNCH
DATE
CURRENT STATE
ORBIT TYPE
VIKING-8 LANDER
ANDERSON
BIEMANN
HARGRAVLS
HESS
Kt-E IN
MICHAEL t JR.
MUTCH
NIER
NIER
SHOOTHILL
TOULMIN* 3RD
VIKING-8 O3B1TER
CAPR
FARMER
KIEFFEP
UNITED S T A T E S
SEISMOLCGY
MCLcCULAW ANALYSIS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
METECROLCGY EXPERIMENT
G IOLOGY INVEST I GAT ION
R A D I O SCIENCE
FACSIMILE C A V £ P A
ENTRY-ATMOSPHER1C STRUCTURE
ENTRY-ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
X - R A Y FLUCRESCENCE SPECTROMETER
UNITED S T A T E S N A S A - C S S 3
OfiBITER IMAGING
NASA-CSS 3 CTC 7£ MARS LANDER
^SSCC ID
KG-SL
KG-BL-08
KG-BL-O4
KG-BL-07
KG-6L-1 1
KG-BL-06
KG-BL-02
KG-BL-12
KG-BL-O1
KG-flL-13
KG-E
KG-B -01
KG-B -03
KG-B -02
MMOOYY
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED
RATE NO.
96
96
96
97
97
97
97
93
98
98
98
98
99
99
1028
